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Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a relatively common cause of morbidity and mortality. It has an annual incidence of around 0.1-0.3%. It is a multifactorial disease with many known risk factors, both transient and persistent. Among these, several genetic risk factors have been described. The most common genetic risk factor, factor V Leiden mutation in heterozygote form, is found in 5-8% of the Caucasian population. Although much is known about the VTE disease, evaluating the recurrence risk, duration and risk of the anticoagulation therapy remains a challenge and many questions are still unanswered.

The aims of this thesis are to evaluate the distribution and clinical impact of the most common inherited risk factors for VTE in a population based total material from southern Sweden as well as estimating heterozygous FVL mutation as a risk factor for VTE recurrence. Furthermore, to look into other potential acquired risk factors for VT, such as inflammation in a male cohort from a screening program and, finally, evaluate the risk for bleeding in relation to renal function within VTE patients on warfarin treatment in a cohort from a Swedish national quality registry for anticoagulation (AuriculA).

The prevalence of the FVL mutation in heterozygous form was found in approximately one fourth of the VTE patients and increased the risk for recurrence significantly, by 2-3 fold. The mutation in homozygous form is much less frequent but these patients had a higher average age at first thrombosis than many studies previously described. Furthermore, homozygous women were affected at an earlier age compared to men and female controls and it appeared that thrombi in homozygous FVL were more prone to be in the lower extremity. The odds ratio for thrombosis was lower than previously described.

The risk for VTE in relation to the number of raised inflammatory specific proteins (ISPs), i.e. fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, alfa-1-antitrypsin and orosomucoid, as well as individual ISPs was not significantly increased. However, age, BMI and diabetes mellitus type 2 were significant risk factors for developing a VTE. On the other hand, factors such as cholesterol, triglycerides, blood pressure and smoking were not. VTE patients on anticoagulation treatment with warfarin seemed to be younger, and hence had a better renal function, than patients with other indications for warfarin therapy. Among those VTE patients there was not significantly
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One’s philosophy is not best expressed in words; it is expressed in the choices one makes....and the choices we make are ultimately our responsibility

-Elenor Roosevelt

To Þórir, Hrafnhildur, Sigrún and Skarphéðinn
Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a relatively common cause of morbidity and mortality. It has an annual incidence of around 0.1-0.3%. It is a multifactorial disease with many known risk factors, both transient and persistent. Among these, several genetic risk factors have been described. The most common genetic risk factor, factor V Leiden mutation in heterozygote form, is found in 5-8% of the Caucasian population. Although much is known about the VTE disease, evaluating the recurrence risk, duration and risk of the anticoagulation therapy remains a challenge and many questions are still unanswered.

The aims of this thesis are to evaluate the distribution and clinical impact of the most common inherited risk factors for VTE in a population based total material from southern Sweden as well as estimating heterozygous FVL mutation as a risk factor for VTE recurrence. Furthermore, to look into other potential acquired risk factors for VT, such as inflammation in a male cohort from a screening program and, finally, evaluate the risk for bleeding in relation to renal function within VTE patients on warfarin treatment in a cohort from a Swedish national quality registry for anticoagulation (AuriculA).

The prevalence of the FVL mutation in heterozygous form was found in approximately one fourth of the VTE patients and increased the risk for recurrence significantly, by 2-3 fold. The mutation in homozygous form is much less frequent but these patients had a higher average age at first thrombosis than many studies previously described. Furthermore, homozygous women were affected at an earlier age compared to men and female controls and it appeared that thrombi in homozygous FVL were more prone to be in the lower extremity. The odds ratio for thrombosis was lower than previously described.

The risk for VTE in relation to the number of raised inflammatory specific proteins (ISPs), i.e. fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, alfa-1-antitrypsin and orosomucoid, as well as individual ISPs was not significantly increased. However, age, BMI and diabetes mellitus type 2 were significant risk factors for developing a VTE. On the other hand, factors such as cholesterol, triglycerides, blood pressure and smoking were not. VTE patients on anticoagulation treatment with warfarin seemed to be younger, and hence had a better renal function, than patients with other indications for warfarin therapy. Among those VTE patients there was not significantly increased bleeding with impaired renal function, although a trend could be seen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aCL</td>
<td>Anti-cardiolipin antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>Adenosine diphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-β2-GP1</td>
<td>Anti-β2-glycoprotein-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Activated protein C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aPL</td>
<td>Anti-phospholipid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APTT</td>
<td>Activated partial thromboplastin time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Antithrombin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Body mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4BP</td>
<td>Complement regulator C4b-binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD</td>
<td>Chronic kidney disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COC</td>
<td>Combined oral contraceptives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computer tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>C-reactive protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
<td>Deep vein thrombosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECs</td>
<td>Endothelial cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPCR</td>
<td>Endothelial protein C receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR</td>
<td>Estimated glomerular filtration rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Endothelial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>Fibrin degradation products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVL</td>
<td>Factor V Leiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Fibrinogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFR</td>
<td>Glomerular filtration rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>Glycoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb</td>
<td>Haemoglobin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHey</td>
<td>Hyperhomocysteinemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMWK</td>
<td>High-molecular weight kininogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Hazard ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRT</td>
<td>Hormone replacement therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSP</td>
<td>Heparin sulphate proteoglycans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INR</td>
<td>International normalized ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI</td>
<td>International sensitivity index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>Inflammatory sensitivity proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTH</td>
<td>International Society on thrombosis and Haemostasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Lupus anticoagulant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>Lund-Malmö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMWH</td>
<td>Low-molecular weight heparin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDRD</td>
<td>Modification of diet in Renal Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPs</td>
<td>Microparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTHFR</td>
<td>Methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Nitric oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>Oral anticoagulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Odds ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF</td>
<td>Platelet-activating factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAI-1</td>
<td>Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAI-2</td>
<td>Plasminogen activator inhibitor-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR-1</td>
<td>Protease activated receptor-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Protein C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-Cr</td>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Protein S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSGL-1</td>
<td>P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Prothrombin time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTM</td>
<td>Prothrombin gene mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Relative risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPSS</td>
<td>Statistical package for the social sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Skåne University Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFI</td>
<td>Thrombin activatable fibrinolysis inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>Tissue factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFPI</td>
<td>Tissue factor pathway inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Thrombomodulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-PA</td>
<td>Tissue plasminogen activator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTR</td>
<td>Time in treatment/therapeutic range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cTTR</td>
<td>Centre time in treatment/therapeutic range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXA₂</td>
<td>Thromboxane A₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEDVT</td>
<td>Upper extremity deep vein thrombosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFH</td>
<td>Unfractionated heparin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMAS</td>
<td>Malmö University Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-PA</td>
<td>Urokinase-type plasminogen activator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKA</td>
<td>Vitamin K antagonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKOR</td>
<td>Vitamin K epoxide reductase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTE</td>
<td>Venous thromboembolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF</td>
<td>Von Willebrand factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTRODUCTION

Historical review

The first known description on the formation of a blood clot date back to as early as around 2650 B.C. Around that time, Chinese physician named Huan-Ti, wrote that “when it coagulates within the pulse, the blood ceases to circulate beneficially; when the blood coagulates within the food it causes pain and chills”, indicating the idea of blood clot formation (1). Very few historical descriptions of patients with symptoms of venous thromboembolism (VTE) can be found. Hippocrates and Aristotle thought the formation of a solid blood clot from fluid blood was related to cooling of the blood after a cut. Descriptions of phenomena that can be compatible with VTE, can be found from the 13th and 16th centuries. There are historical accounts of a French knight that had DVT in his leg (2) and Henry IV of Navarra, King of France had with subclavian vein thrombosis (3). It was only centuries later that a understanding of VTE pathogenesis began to develop. Rudolf Virchow, professor at the University of Berlin, (1821 – 1902), was the first to explain the three main elements of the process of venous thrombosis, the “Virchow's triad”. These are alterations in blood flow, the wall of a blood vessel and in the constitution of the blood (4). His illustration initiated the development of modern understanding of VTE process and is still relevant. In the subsequent decades, the blood clotting theory evolved, based upon the work of many scientists, such as Johannes Müller (1802 – 1858) and Alexander Schmidt (1831 - 1894). They explained the involvement of thromboplastin, prothrombin, fibrinogen and calcium in haemostasis (5). Initiation of the coagulation cascade remained, however, a mystery until Paul Morawitz (1879 – 1930) identified the substance that takes part in the initiation of clot formation (thrombokinase or, later, tissue factor) (6). Blood platelets were identified as part of the coagulation process in 1865 and their function was described by Giulio Bizzozero in 1882 (7).

The knowledge of the coagulation cascade has expanded much further during the last 70 years with the identification of the various coagulation factors, mostly through studies on individuals with a clear hereditary bleeding tendency. In relation to some of these factors, Armand Quick (1894 – 1977) developed the one-stage prothrombin time (PT) (8). The influence of coumarin anticoagulant on the test became clear in the 1940s. Subsequently the most widely used anticoagulant,
warfarin was introduced, which still has a significant role in modern praxis of the treatment of VTE.

**Haemostasis**

Research on coagulation through the last decades, the pathogenesis of clot formation, and subsequently anticoagulation therapy, has led to a better understanding of the importance of the delicate balance between bleeding and coagulation. The haemostasis has developed as an important protective mechanism against life threatening bleedings, constituting various networks of platelets, procoagulant- and anticoagulant factors as well as fibrinolytic pathways. Any factors, genetic- or acquired, that disturb the balance between those well-regulated systems may result in either bleeding or thrombosis (9).

Haemostasis can be divided into three different stages:

- **Primary haemostasis**- formation of a platelet plug
- **Secondary haemostasis**- activation of the coagulation system leading to generation of fibrin to reinforce the plug
- **Fibrinolysis**- lysis of the clot

**Primary haemostasis**

Primary haemostasis is the early phase in preventing major bleeding, when coagulation has not yet started to play role in the haemostasis. It involves the interaction between endothelial cells of a blood vessel, subendothelium and platelets to result in the initial sealing of the damaged area by forming a platelet plug (10). Normally, the endothelial cells, with their negatively charged layer of glycocalyx and secretion of endogenous antithrombotic factors, prevent haemostasis by repelling platelets and inactivating the coagulation factors. When vascular injury occurs, local vasoconstriction slows down the rapidly circulating platelets. Platelets come into contact to collagen and other thrombogenic components in the subendothelium (Fig.1).
Figure 1.
Subendothelial components such as collagen are exposed and tissue factor (TF) expressed at vascular injury. With permission from Casper Asmussen.

The platelets adhere to the exposed subendothelium via proteins in the plasma and receptors on the platelets. Of these, von Willebrand factor (vWF) is the most important protein, while GPIb-V-X, is the most important receptor. Von Willebrand factor is a high molecular plasma protein made up of multimers of disulphide bonded monomers and in plasma it undergoes proteolytic processing mediated by a metalloprotease, ADAMTS13 (11). Under shear stress of the flowing blood, the vWF is stretched and then serves as a bridge between the exposed collagen and platelets via the platelet membrane receptor glycoprotein GPIb-V-X. Further binding of the platelets to the damaged surface occurs through the platelet receptor GPIIa-IIa (Fig.2).

Now the platelets activate and undergo structural changes. These include rearrangement of their membrane and exposure of negatively charged phospholipids as well as transforming from a smooth, discoid shape to a more irregular form with pseudo-pods that cover the injured surface of the vessel wall. They release the content of α-and dense-granules (including adenosine diphosphate (ADP), Ca\(^{2+}\), serotonin, vWF, factor V, factor XIII and fibrinogen) which enhance the platelet activation. Through ADP receptors on platelet surfaces, Ca\(^{2+}\) and serotonin, additional activation and aggregation of the platelets takes place. Activation of the platelet membranes provides receptors for other plasma coagulation factors such as prothrombin and factor V, X and XI. Furthermore, highly activated platelets release thromboxane A\(_2\) (TXA\(_2\)) to enhance the formation of a bridge between the platelets via expression of GPIIb/IIIa fibrinogen receptors forming fibrinogen cross-linking (Fig. 2). The result is a platelet plug, which is coordinated with the activation of the blood coagulation system. Its goal is to generate thrombin and a fibrin net (12) (Fig.2).
Secondary haemostasis

For many years, biochemists have tried to understand the process of coagulation by introducing different models to mimic *in vivo* situations with experiments done in laboratory settings (*in vitro*) (13-15). The most persistent model is the cascade/waterfall model, where coagulation is thought to involve a sequence of proteolytic steps forming two pathways (contact activation, or *intrinsic pathway* and tissue factor, or *extrinsic pathway*) ultimately joined in one *common pathway*. This in turn leads to generation of thrombin to convert fibrinogen (FI) to fibrin (16, 17). Although we now have a new understanding of haemostasis, this former model has provided understanding of these coagulation steps in vitro as well as helping evolve screening tests to predict clinical bleeding tendency. The prothrombin (PT) test reflects the *extrinsic pathway* while the activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) test represents the *intrinsic pathway* (17). However, this model does not fully explain the haemostatic process clinically and its correlation to the APTT screening test. Patients with prolonged APTT because of deficiencies of FXII, high-molecular weight kininogen (HMWK) and prekallikrein (all constituting the initiation of the *intrinsic pathway*) did not have a bleeding tendency. Patients deficient in other factors in the *intrinsic pathway*, such as factor VIII (haemophilia A) and factor IX (haemophilia B), can have serious bleeding disorders although the *extrinsic pathway* remains intact. The opposite is also seen, i.e. patients having an intact *intrinsic pathway* but lacking factors in the *extrinsic pathway*, such as factor VII, can lead to a serious bleeding tendency. Consequently, we now understand that
these two pathways are not a simple linear cascade but an interdependent network of reactions in vivo although in vitro studies imply the opposite (18-21) (Fig. 3).

Research has now shown that different cell surfaces have different properties regarding the coagulation process, where a cell-based model had been developed to reflect the pathways of haemostasis in vivo. This model divides the process into three overlapping steps involving platelets and tissue factor (TF) bearing cells (EC, sub-intimal cells or monocytes). The initiation is triggered when the exposed TF, in the presence of Ca$^{2+}$, binds to the small amount of freely circulating activated factor VII (FVIIa). This TF/FVII complex then activates factor X (FXa) and, to some extent, factor IX (FIXa) on the platelet surface. This amplifies (amplification phase) the system further by feedback activation of FVII on the TF-bearing cells. This complex results in the formation of FXa complex where it binds to activated FV on the TF-bearing cell. On the activated platelets, this leads to the form the “prothrombinase complex” (FXa/FVa) that activates thrombin (FIIa) from its precursor prothrombin (FII) (22-24) (Fig.4).
This small initial amount of thrombin, at the side of tissue injury, is critical for successful initiation of coagulation and initiates the propagation phase which includes positive feedback reactions that result in generation of much larger amounts of thrombin. The main role of thrombin is to attract and activate more platelets to further amplify the cascade by activating more FV as well as vWF-bound FVIII on the activated platelet surface. This leads to activation of FXI, which further activates FIX. Activated FVIII (FVIIIa) is a cofactor to FIXa in a “tenase complex” which converts FX to FXa (12, 17, 20). The explosive generation of thrombin, through the prothrombinase complex, converts large amounts of fibrinogen (FI) to fibrin. This fibrin network is stabilized by cross-linking by factor FXIIIa which has been activated from FXIII by thrombin which also activates thrombin activatable fibrinolysis inhibitor (TAFI) for further stabilisation (25, 26). These feedback loops amplify the coagulation cascade with thrombin and FXa being the most important amplifiers (Fig 3) but, simultaneously, initiate mechanism of anticoagulation.

**Anticoagulation**

To prevent excessive intravascular coagulation and ensure that platelet clotting is restricted around the injured area, the plasma contains a series of proteins that inhibit activated procoagulant factors. This regulation is exerted on negatively charged phospholipid surfaces at any level of the coagulation cascade by three different mechanisms (27).
The tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) is a polypeptide secreted by endothelial cells and binds FXa and thrombin. The FXa-TFPI complex rapidly inhibits the TF/VIIa complex (28, 29).

Antithrombin (AT), a serine protease inhibitor (serpin), is a potent and crucial inhibitor of thrombin, FIXa, FXa, FXIa, FXIIa as well as the TF-FIIa complex, thereby limiting the overall activation of the coagulation mechanism. Circulating AT is relatively ineffective until heparin and heparin-like molecules present on the surface of endothelial cells stimulate it. This provides the base for using heparin as a therapeutic anticoagulant. Deficiency of AT is a known inherited thrombophilia (27, 30).

The third mechanism is the protein C anticoagulation system with one of the key regulatory proteins, the vitamin K-dependent proenzyme protein C. It inhibits the procoagulant functions of FVIIIa and FVa which are the cofactors in the tenase- and prothrombinase complexes, respectively. This pathway is initiated by thrombin when it binds to the membrane protein thrombomodulin (TM) on the endothelial surface, forming a T-TM complex, thereby activating protein C. The endothelium also contains the endothelial protein C receptor (EPCR), which binds to the GIa domain of protein C and helps present the protein C for the T-TM complex (31). Now, activated protein C (APC) is generated and, in the presence of its vitamin K-dependent cofactor, protein S, cleaves FVIIIa and FVa on the negatively charged phospholipid membranes (32-35) (Fig.5).

In human plasma, about 30% of protein S is a free circulating protein serving as a cofactor to APC. The remaining 70% bound to a complement regulatory protein C4b-binding protein (C4BP) which takes part in regulating the complement system (36).

In the circulation, FVIII is bound to vWF which stabilizes the otherwise labile FVIII and protects it from degradation of APC. However, FV can bind phospholipids both in its active and inactive form. Therefore, FV can be converted to an anticoagulant cofactor to APC which, together with protein C, can degrade FVIIIa in the tenase complex. This suggests that FV has both procoagulant (when activated by thrombin or FXa) and anticoagulant (cleaved by APC) properties (37, 38).

The protein C anticoagulant system is exposed to many inherited thrombotic risk factors, the most common of which is APC resistance, caused by a point mutation in the gene coding for FV (FV Leiden, FVL). Other thrombophilias are protein C, protein S and antithrombin deficiencies as well as point mutation of the gene coding for prothrombin, all predisposed to venous thromboembolism.
Fibrinolysis

When the clot is formed, with the fibrin network made of the cross-linked monomers by FXIII into polymers, and coagulation has stopped by the aforementioned anticoagulant systems, the thrombus must be dissolved to prevent further expansion. The initiator of this process, in the fibrinolytic system, is the tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) that normal endothelial cells synthesize and secrete and urokinase-type plasminogen activator (u-PA) (39) (Fig. 6).
These proteases convert plasminogen into plasmin with the help of fibrin, which serves as a cofactor. Plasmin lyses intravascular fibrin, by enzymatic cleavage, to the soluble fibrin degradation products (FDP), such as cross-linked fibrin called D-dimers (40). These are sensitive but non-specific markers that can be measured in plasma and may indicate VTE but are more sensitive in excluding it. Normally, the fibrinolytic system is constantly active in removing the small amount of fibrin being formed in the vessels, thereby taking part in keeping the delicate balance in haemostasis.

Fibrinolysis must then be inhibited to minimize the risk for severe bleeding. There are several inhibitors serving this process, such as plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) which is synthesized by the endothelial cells. It serves as the key inhibitor of fibrinolysis and effectively inhibits t-PA and u-PA (41).

Thrombin activatable fibrinolytic inhibitor (TAFI) is a plasma carboxypeptidase that is a more recently described fibrinolytic inhibitor and an important link between coagulation and fibrinolysis. It is slowly activated by thrombin but even more by thrombomodulin. It cleaves lysine from fibrin thereby preventing plasminogen binding to fibrin leading to decreased plasmin generation (42).

Disorders of the fibrinolytic system such as excess activation or impaired activation may lead to excess bleeding or thrombotic complications, respectively (43).

**Venous thromboembolism (VTE)**

Venous thromboembolism is a relatively common disease with a major morbidity and mortality rate, affecting approximately 1-3/1000 individuals annually (44, 45). It has been widely investigated for many decades to understand the pathophysiology behind the disease. In 1856, the German pathologist Rudolph Virchow described the connection between thrombosis and embolism and already then influenced the present’s day understanding in the VTE pathogenesis. He described the so called Virchow’s triad, which is made of three physiologic factors that need to be present for the development of a thrombosis, i.e. changes in blood composition, blood flow and alterations in the blood vessel wall (4, 27). This concept is still useful today, and what we now know about VTE risk factors, acquired or genetic, supports it even further. Later, clinical trials regarding therapeutic options such as heparin and vitamin K-antagonists and large epidemiologic studies added even more to our knowledge of VTE and the relationship between deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE).
Definition and pathophysiology

The process that initiates the formation of venous thrombosis is not as well known as the one for arterial thrombosis, where blood vessel injury and the rupture of an atherosclerotic plaque plays a central role. (46, 47). In venous thrombosis the main substance is fibrin, which attaches the thrombus to the vessel wall, whereas arterial thrombus is bound to the injured wall mainly by platelets (47, 48). Moreover, the venous clot has another region, i.e. lines of platelet rich white thrombus further inside the clot that separate the regions of red (fibrin) thrombus (47, 49). Furthermore, venous thrombosis occurs mainly in the absence of vessel wall injury where other factors are needed to activate the endothelium. Normally, the endothelium is kept non-thrombogenic with high levels of antithrombotics and anticoagulants such as TM with subsequent activation of protein C, heparin sulfate, TFPI and local production of t-PA as well as various vasodilators (50). Conditions that lead to endothelial disturbances, such as vascular trauma or sepsis, trigger vasoconstriction and many procoagulant substances are released to augment thrombosis. Additionally, leucocytes are activated and initiate inflammation in the vessels and subsequently thrombosis (51). The relationship between inflammation and thrombosis has been studied for the last 50 years. Inflammation increases TF, platelet reactivity, fibrinogen and phosphotidylserines, as well as decreasing TM and inhibiting fibrinolysis. It is generally accepted that venous thrombosis involves TF as the initiator of the coagulation. However, the source of TF is not completely understood. Vessel injury is part of the source but microparticles (MPs) also seem to play a role. Microparticles (MPs) are small phospholipid vesicles secreted by platelets, leukocytes (mainly monocytes) and ECs. Many of them are rich in TF and express P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1), which will help them to interact by associating with activated ECs expressing P-selectin and phosphatidylserine. Both TF and P-selectin appear to be necessary for thrombus formation and this blood borne TF on MPs contributes to the process.

Venous stasis is another mechanism that promotes the formation of a thrombus. Many studies have established this relationship, both in immobilized patients, especially in bedridden and hospitalized patients, and in the paralyzed limb of hemiplegic patients (52-54). The large veins of the legs contain valves that assist the blood returning to the right atrium of the heart when muscular contraction compresses the deep veins. When these valves are not working properly, the stasis of the blood allows prothrombotic factors to accumulate that normally are washed from the lower extremities in to the capillary bed of the lung that is covered with anti-thrombotic substances.

Stasis promotes hypoxic responses in leukocytes, platelets and ECs because of rapid desaturation of haemoglobin. Hypoxia is a pathological state that probably initiates thrombosis through endothelium activation and subsequent deposits of platelets,
leukocytes and fibrin within valve cusps. Moreover, expression of P-selectin is enhanced, accompanied by secretion of vWF, which binds platelets, leukocytes and erythrocytes and promotes venous thrombosis (55-57).

Hypoxia also stimulates TF synthesis from leucocytes, ECs and platelets, increasing MPs bearing TF and contributing to the VTE risk and, according to some reviews, do that mostly through the platelet activation (56, 58, 59). The TF-positive MPs levels are increased in some types of human tumours, which could partially explain the increased incidence of VTE in cancer patients (60).

The result of this pathogenesis is a thrombus that can either organize in the vein or grow further, partially or totally occluding the affected vein. This may lead to dysfunction of the valves in the veins, reduced blood flow with symptoms such as swelling, redness and soreness of the affected area. The thrombus occasionally causes embolism, where part of it travels to the right heart and then to the lung resulting in affected blood flow in the pulmonary artery or its branches. This is the life-threatening or even fatal aspect of the VTE disease.

Epidemiology

Venous thromboembolism is most commonly found in the legs but can also affect the arm or any of the various venous circulations, such as the cerebral, mesenterial, renal, hepatic and portal circulation. All of these can lead to the life threatening complication, pulmonary embolism. It is a major cause of morbidity and mortality, and represents an extensive worldwide health problem. It is a multifactorial disease where both acquired/environmental and inherited risk factors can predispose to the disease, leading to a provoked VTE, but it can also be unprovoked (idiopathic).

Compared to the related disease, arterial thromboembolism, population based studies on VTE have been inadequate. Many previous studies have focused on pre-defined VTE patients where the incidence can be expected to be higher than in the general population. The symptomatology is difficult and the studies are dependent on objective methods. Current data on the incidence of VTE (DVT or PE) in the general population is mostly based on large community-based epidemiological studies where the overall annual incidence of symptomatic VTE is 100-200 per 100,000 individuals (45, 61-65). However, the incidence is probably underestimated due to many asymptomatic VTE patients. Isma et al demonstrated a lower VTE incidence in their population-based study on consecutive VTE patients in Malmö, Sweden (66), partly because they did not include autopsy data as in many other studies (45, 62, 63).

Age is a very well known and one of the strongest risk factors for VTE (45, 61, 62, 65). The disease is extremely rare among children and incidence is low under the
age of 40 years (67, 68). After that, the incidence rises steeply with as many as 450-600 VTE cases per 100,000 individuals per year within patients over 80 years old (61, 63, 64, 66).

So far there has not been consensus on whether the incidence varies between the two genders and data on the matter has been controversial. Many studies have indicated a generally slightly higher incidence of VTE in men, with the exception of women in their fertile age due to risk factors such as oral contraceptives and pregnancy (65). A population-based study by Heit et al from Minnesota showed an overall age-adjusted yearly incidence rate of VTE higher in men (130/100,000) compared to women (110/100,000) (69). More studies have demonstrated that male gender is a risk factor for developing VTE (70, 71).

It has been indicated that there is a difference in the VTE risk among different racial and ethnic groups (72). However, the studies have been small and not conducted at geographic areas that are not racially diverse (61, 63, 73, 74). White et al showed in their incidence studies of different ethnic populations in California, that the VTE risk is significantly increased among African-Americans compared to Caucasians, being almost 30% higher. These have also the highest standardized incidence of both idiopathic and secondary VTE compared to all other ethnic groups. The reason for this difference is not clear but Keenan et al, indicate in their study that both the type of index VTE and gender seem to be important (75). The risk however appears to be much lower among Hispanics and, particularly, Asians, that run a 40% and 70%, respectively, lower risk for VTE than Caucasians (76). Some possible explanations to the different VTE risk between ethnic groups are thought to be genetic differences. Some types of hereditary thrombophilia, such as Factor V Leiden (FVL)-and prothrombin G20210A (PT) gene mutation, are significantly more frequent within Caucasians and hardly detectible in Asians (77, 78). Ridker et al demonstrated in their large population based study, including 4047 US people, that FVL mutation was found in 5.3% (CI 4.4% to 6.2%) of Caucasians, 2.2% of Hispanics, 1.2% of African-Americans and 0.5% of Asians (77). Moreover, lupus anticoagulant (LAC) is more common in Caucasians than all other ethnic groups (79). However, what is thought to explain the much higher VTE incidence in African-Americans is, amongst other factors, their higher levels of FVIII (80).

**Risk factors for VTE**

Thrombophilia is a term used to describe any, hereditary or acquired, disorder of the haemostatic system that is likely to predispose to thrombosis. The use of the term can have disadvantages when describing venous thromboembolic disease, because it is so multifactorial, with many interacting causes, either transient or persistent. Causes can both be acquired or inherited in addition to the aforementioned
demographic risk factors. What they all have in common is that they affect the delicate equilibrium in the haemostasis by shifting it into a hypercoagulable state and reflect the underlying pathophysiologic processes proposed by Virchow. Although much is known about the pathogenesis and various predisposing factors of VTE, the risk varies greatly among individuals and often the cause remains unknown. The most important acquired risk factors for VTE include high age, malignancy, trauma, major surgery, immobilisation, hormone therapy, obesity, pregnancy and the postpartum period (44, 45, 81-83). Several genetic risk factors for VTE have also previously been described as leading to a significantly increased risk of VTE (84, 85). The most common of these are the Factor V Leiden mutation (FVL) (28, 86), prothrombin (PT) G20210A mutation (87, 88) and the less frequent mutations leading to deficiencies of the natural anticoagulants, i.e. protein C, S and antithrombin. Several other genetic risk factors are known, such as methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) 677T mutation and different ABO blood groups. Studies have shown that risk increases in proportion to the number of predisposing factors (89).

However, according to many studies the greatest risk for developing VTE is a prior history of VTE, where the recurrence rate has been shown to be up to 13% and 30% after 1 and 8 years, respectively (90).

**Acquired risk factors**

*Surgery and trauma*

Surgical interventions and trauma are an example of transient risk factors leading to a temporarily increased risk for VTE. The risk related to these factors has been extensively documented, both regarding major general and orthopaedic surgery. Studies have tried to define the incidence of symptomatic VTE after different surgical procedures for physicians to estimate the need for prophylactic anticoagulation (91). The surgical interventions with the highest VTE risk are orthopaedic procedures, especially hip and knee arthroplasty, major vascular surgery and neurosurgery (91-94). General surgery such as abdominal, thoracic, urological and gynaecological, especially those who require ≥30 minutes anaesthesia, also increase the VTE risk (95). Furthermore, when other risk factors, such as high age and/or cancer are present, the incidence of VTE increases extensively (91, 96).

Trauma, especially multitrauma, has been related to increased risk for developing a thrombotic disease. The incidence varies widely depending on the different types and number of injuries as well as concomitant risk factors but can be as high as 60% within this type of patients (97, 98).
Immobilization and long distance travel

Immobilization is a factor that has been difficult to define and it is difficult to estimate what effect it has on the risk for VTE. However, in several studies, the VTE risk regarding immobilization has particularly been associated with patients with neurological disorders, such as stroke, and lower extremity fractures (99-101). A study has shown 15% incidence of VTE in patients who had bed rest < 1 week but rising up to 80% when in bed for a longer period (52). On the other hand, immobility alone is not a major risk factor but in the presence of other ones the use of prophylactic anticoagulant therapy usually is motivated.

Long distance air travel had already been observed as a risk factor for VTE in the ’50 but only in the last couple of decades, studies on this so-called “economy class syndrome” have shown air travel as a VTE risk factor (102) where the duration of the travel is the most important part of it (103).

Obesity

Several studies have highlighted obesity, defined as BMI > 30 kg/m², as a VTE risk factor (64, 104) although many others have given controversial results (105), or not shown any relationship at all (106). If it is a risk factor, it is probably a weak one.

Malignancy

Malignancy has been one of the best known acquired risk factors for VTE. Already in 1865, Armand Trousseau demonstrated a relationship between VTE and cancer. Studies on patients undergoing surgery have shown that the frequency of VTE increases 2-3 fold in the group of patients with malignant disease, compared to those with benign conditions (93, 107), although this has not been confirmed in some other studies (108). The VTE incidence is highly dependent on which type of cancer the patient has and the stage of disease, where metastatic cancer disease is the strongest risk factor, especially during the first months after diagnosis (108-112). The types of cancer that have the highest VTE risk are malignant brain tumours, cancer in the pancreas, kidneys, lungs, breasts, ovaries, pelvis and gastrointestinal tract as well as some haematological malignancies (108, 109, 113, 114). Cancer patients, in general, have about a 4-7 fold increased risk of contracting VTE (112, 115) and chemotherapy treatment is an additional risk factor for these patients (105, 116). Several large population-based epidemiological studies demonstrate that approximately 20% of all VTE cases are associated with cancer. Patients with malignancies that will be diagnosed with VTE have a worse prognosis compared to those cancer patients with no VTE, with a shorter one-year survival (117).

Pregnancy and puerperium

The risk for pregnant women to contract VTE is 4-5 times higher than the risk for for women who are not. Postpartum women have an even have even higher risk for
VTE than pregnant women, with an additional 5 fold risk (118). During pregnancy there is a shift towards a hypercoagulable state because of increased levels of coagulation factors, decreased natural anticoagulants and hypofibrinolysis (45, 119). This is a physiologic phenomenon intended to decrease the risk for fatal haemorrhage during delivery and the postpartum period. However, this can lead to an increased risk for VTE, especially in the developed countries where fatal bleedings are better prevented and is now the leading cause of maternal death (120) with mortality rates of 1.4 per 100,000 pregnancies (121). VTE has an incidence of 100-200 per 100,000 births (118, 122). VTE during pregnancy and the postpartum period increases chronic morbidity such as post-thrombotic syndrome. Additional risk factors, such as inherited thrombophilia, increase the VTE risk even further.

*Oral contraceptives and hormone replacement therapy*

In the 1960s oral estrogen/progestagen compounds became available as oral contraceptives. Shortly after that, the first reports emerged suggesting that these combined oral contraceptives (COC) increase VTE risk (123). Women in their postmenopausal age are another group that faces an increased risk since they are often treated with estrogen/progestogen compounds as a part of a hormone replacement therapy (HRT). It is now known that VTE risk varies depending on the dose of estrogen, type of progestagens and route of administration (124), leading to a gradual reduction in the estrogen dose over the past years (125). With additional large studies the last decades, the risk for VTE within women on COC has been estimated about 2-6 fold depending on the composition of the compound. The risk is lower among those using low-dose second-generation COC (126-129) but with the use of so called mini-pills containing only progestogen, there is almost no increased risk (129).

In women on HRT the estrogen dose is generally lower than in the modern oral contraceptives (130) but despite that, they have a 2-4 fold increased risk of VTE (131-134).

*Inherited risk factors*

Only a limited number of genetic mutations have been shown to be risk factors for VTE, all of which involve genes encoding for the natural anticoagulants, thereby identifying some hereditary thrombophilic disorders. The first to be described was *antithrombin (AT) deficiency* in 1965, by Egeberg (135). Then, in the 1980s, two other thrombophilias were discovered, *protein C* (136) and *protein S* (137) deficiencies. Since the prevalence of these three types of hereditary thrombophilias is very low, the studies investigating them are limited. Studies have estimated a prevalence of 0.02-0.17% (138), 0.2-0.3% (139) and 0.03-0.13% (140) in the
general population for AT, PC and PS deficiencies, respectively. These are thought to increase the VTE risk by 5-50 fold, with AT deficiency leading to the highest risk by far (83, 141).

**Activated protein C resistance and FVL mutation**

Since the above mentioned thrombophilias only account for less than 10% of the patients with VTE, despite positive family history within up to 40% of the cases (142, 143), further investigations led to the discovery of resistance to activated protein C (APC-resistance), a condition first described in 1993 by Dahlbäck et al. It is an impaired plasma anticoagulant response to APC added *in vitro*, initially done on plasma samples from Swedish families with severe recurrent venous thromboembolism (28, 144, 145). Subsequently, in 1994, Bertina et al, identified a single point arginine-for-glutamine mutation at position 506 involving the FV gene (86). The consequence is the loss of APC cleavage site in FV and FVa. This leads to both impaired degradation of the procoagulant form of FVa and decreased APC-mediated conversion of FV to anticoagulant form. This imbalance between the procoagulant and anticoagulant mechanisms pushes the haemostasis to the hypercoagulable state (146).

Shortly after the discovery of this mutation, it was named Factor V Leiden (FVL), referring to the institution in Leiden, where the mutation was first reported (86). Subsequent cohort studies demonstrated that APC resistance was found to have high prevalence (20-60%) among VTE patients. Furthermore, it is relatively common in the general population (3-15%) (147-152), being the most common hereditary thrombophilia in Caucasians. However, the prevalence varies widely though in different populations depending on their geographically distribution. The highest frequencies (up to 15%) of the FVL mutation have been reported within European countries such as Sweden, Germany and Cyprus (150-152) and in the Middle Eastern countries, such as Lebanon (153). Interestingly, the same gene haplotype is seen in all FVL alleles, indicating that only one mutation occurred. Zivelin et al (154) have estimated the age of the mutation to be approximately 20,000 to 30,000 years old, i.e. after the “Out of Africa Exodus” which separated the human races. This could explain the geographic distribution of the FVL mutation and why it is almost absent in certain populations, such as Far East Asia, African Americans and Australia.

Large cohort studies have been carried out to estimate the frequency of FVL mutation. In the Leiden thrombophilia Study, APC-resistance was detected in 21% of consecutive patients with DVT compared to 5% in the healthy controls, which gave an almost 7-fold increase in risk (OR 6.6, CI 3.6-12.0) for VTE in people with APC- resistance (148). In the Malmö Thrombosis Study (MATS), the same cohort we use in Paper I and II in this thesis demonstrates this relationship as well. Out of 1140 unselected consecutive patients with VTE, FVL mutation was found in 31%
of patients of which 91% were heterozygous and only 9% homozygotes (66). Heterozygosity for FVL mutation gives a lifelong hypercoagulable state with approximately 5-fold increased risk of VTE (155-157). However, less is known about those who are homozygous for the condition and only few studies describe them. These indicate that these persons suffer from their first thrombosis at a far younger age and have a 10-80 fold increased risk of VTE compared to controls (156, 158-160). Furthermore, individuals with homozygous FVL have been shown to have a higher rate of recurrence of VTE than controls (161). Earlier studies have debated whether the clinical course of VTE events in FVL patients differs from that of normal controls. For example some studies have indicated a lower frequency of PE in this group of patients, where DVT is common. It has been hypothesized that a different structure or location of thrombi in FVL patients leads to a decreased risk of embolic events (162-164). In Paper II of this thesis we further examine the clinical features associated with occurrence of VTE in homozygous FVL patients.

Although APC-resistance is not considered a strong risk factor for VTE, it increases significantly with age as shown by a study of Ridker et al (165) and it can greatly enhance the risk from other factors such as pregnancy and women on COC (166). Furthermore, FVL confers a lower risk of severe bleeding after delivery which has provided, during the history, a survival benefit (167).

Prothrombin G20210A mutation

The prothrombin G20210A (PT) mutation is a mutation occurring in the 3´-untranslated region of the prothrombin gene at position 20210 (G to A transition) leading to elevated plasma prothrombin levels and an increased risk of VTE (168). To detect the mutation, DNA-based procedures are used.

After the FVL, PT mutation is the second most common hereditary form of thrombophilia in healthy individuals of Caucasian origin. The prevalence is around 1.7% to 3% in healthy individuals with the higher prevalence in Southern Europe compared to the Northern part (168, 169). Data has been conflicting regarding the distribution of the PT mutation, although many studies show it is nearly absent or rare in Asia, Africa, America, Australia and Middle Eastern countries (170-172). The risk of VTE in heterozygous carriers of the PT G20210A allele is estimated to be almost 3-fold compared to non-carriers according to Poort et al in the Leiden Thrombophilia study, with a RR of 2.8 (95% CI, 1.4-5.6). The frequency of the mutation in unselected VTE patients was 6.2% and, furthermore, the frequency is substantially higher, or 18%, in patients with family history of VTE (168). At our hospital in Malmö, a study by Hillarp et al, showed prevalence of the PT 20210 mutation within unselected, sex, age and APC-resistance adjusted, DVT patients of 7.1% compared to 1.8% in the healthy control group (p=0.0095). This gave a RR 3.8 (95% CI, 1.1-13.2) (87).
The PT mutation is very rare in a homozygous form in the general population and prevalence has been difficult to demonstrate, with most of the numbers based on case reports (173-175). Large cohort studies have failed to describe any individuals with PT mutation in homozygous form, confirming its rarity. Rosendaal et al conducted a meta-analysis with a total of 5,527 individuals (mainly Caucasians) from 11 centres. None of these were homozygotes for the PT mutation (88). Because of this, the VTE risk is difficult to estimate. Moreover, some studies have reported that the risk is probably not as high as one would have predicted since many asymptomatic cases have been reported (174, 176, 177). In Paper I and II we demonstrate the frequency of the PT mutation among VTE patients.

**Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL)**

Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) is an inhomogeneous group of autoantibodies directed against phospholipid binding proteins, including lupus anticoagulant (LAC), anti-cardiolipin antibodies (aCL) and anti-β2-glycoprotein-1 (anti-β2-GP1) (178). These have been associated with increased thrombotic risk, both venous and arterial as well as recurrent miscarriages and are a part of the antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APS). The overall prevalence in the general population is not certain but a frequency of 1-5% has been estimated (179). The rates are higher among the elderly and individuals with comorbidities such as cancer, severe atherosclerosis and infections (180). VTE is common among APS patients where cohort studies have described the prevalence up to 39% (181) and the risk for recurrence is also higher with in these individuals, or HR=6.8 (95% CI, 1.5-3.1), as shown by a prospective study by Kearon et al with (182). The VTE risk has been reported to be around 5-fold over a 5-year period, according to the Physicians Health Study (183).

**Hyperhomocysteinemia**

Mildly and moderately elevated homocysteine plasma levels are considered a risk factor for VTE development. However, it is unknown how much it attributes to the risk. In several studies (184), including the Leiden Thrombophilia Study (185), the OR for VTE compared with healthy controls has been estimated 2.5. The pathogenesis is not fully understood, but hyperhomocysteinemia is thought to involve endothelial dysfunction. The condition may result from deficiencies of vitamin B12, B6 and folate as well as the mutations in the MTHFR gene (186).

**Diagnosis and treatment**

Both diagnosis and treatment of VTE is conducted in accordance to international, national and/or local guidelines (187, 188). The diagnosis of DVT is verified by ultrasonography or phlebography. In symptomatic thrombosis in the proximal veins
of the lower extremity, ultrasonography has high sensitivity and specificity for the
diagnosis but substantially less sensitive for asymptomatic patients or those with
DVT in the calf (189-191). Phlebography or contrast venography, however, is
considered the gold standard for diagnosing DVT (192).

Regarding PE, helical computer tomography (CT) of the pulmonary arteries is the
diagnostic test of choice. Systematic reviews reported a wide range of summary
sensitivities and specificities (193, 194) and the technique is probably not
sufficiently sensitive to exclude PE in patients who have relatively high pre-test
probability (195). In those cases, further imaging studies are likely needed. Lung
scintigraphy is another option in the diagnosis of PE, especially for those who
cannot receive contrast.

In the majority of VTE cases, guidelines recommend anticoagulant drugs such as
oral anticoagulation (OAC). Coumarins are vitamin K antagonists (VKA), whereof
warfarin has been the leading OAC. Other options have been low molecular and
unfractionated heparins or, in selected cases, thrombolytic therapy is indicated.
Heparins and coumarins have been the mainstay of anticoagulant therapy during the
last decades but since 2012, a new era of anticoagulation has been introduced. The
new oral anticoagulants (NOACs), which are direct thrombin inhibitors, have come
to the market as a much-awaited addition to previous therapeutic options. However,
in this thesis, all our VTE subjects in the different cohorts are treated with either
heparins or, in the majority, with warfarin.

Heparins
Heparin is one of the oldest drugs still widely used. It is a negatively charged
sulphated glycosaminoglycan which, through activation of antithrombin (AT),
inactivates thrombin and Factor Xa. Its discovery, about a century ago, has been
debated but in 1916, at John Hopkins Medical School, a medical student, Jay
McLean, working under William Howell, extracted a fat-soluble anticoagulant from
canine liver that appeared to demonstrate anticoagulant properties in vitro and then
led to bleeding in experimental animals. Howell took over the work on the
anticoagulants and named another fat-soluble anticoagulant he had isolated,
heparin (from the Greek word “hepar” for liver). In 1918. After this discovery, it
took many years for heparin to move from the laboratory to clinical use when the
non-toxic product became available in 1936. That was the work of the Swedish
scientist Erik Jorpes, who first used the drug intravenously (196). However,
heparin, as we know it today in its unfractionated form (UFH), has limitations, both
pharmacokinetic, biophysical and biological. These lead to unpredictable
anticoagulant responses to UFH, resistance, its inability to inactivate surface-bound
thrombin and FXa, bleeding complications and risks for thrombocytopenia and
osteoporosis (197). Subsequently, so-called low molecular weight heparins were
introduced around the year of 2000. These are derived from UFH by chemical or
enzymatic depolymerisation to yield fragments that are approximately one third the size of heparin. These products have overcome some of the of UFH (197) and are the heparins predominantly used in current clinical praxis.

**Vitamin K-antagonists**

The coumarins or vitamin K-antagonists (VKA) have been clinically used for over 60 years. Of these, warfarin is the most widely used anticoagulant in the world. Its discovery has a fascinating history beginning in the 1920s, in Canada and USA, when cattle began dying of internal bleedings which pathologist Frank Schofield, found to be due to infected damp hay with moulds such as Penicillium nigricans and jensi. Almost twenty years later, in 1940, Karl Link, at the University of Wisconsin, isolated the haemorrhagic agent in the spoiled sweet hay clove, where the anticoagulant was 3.3´-methylene-bis -(4 hydroxycoumarin), named dicoumarol. Coumarins need to be fermented by fungi to receive their anticoagulant properties. Subsequently, after Link´s laboratory’s observations, patent rights for dicoumarol were given to a foundation called Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) which funded the work. Later on, Link and colleagues began working on variations of the naturally occurring coumarin, one of these, discovered in 1948, was used as rat poison. A few years later, this rat poison named “warfarin” (after the foundation WARF) was introduced as an anticoagulant agent that could be used in humans (198). Scientists knew already then that the effect of warfarin could be reversed by vitamin K, the fat-soluble vitamin which had been discovered by Henrik Dam and Edward Doisy in 1943 (eventually earning them the Nobel price). However, problem remained with the laboratory method used for dosage control, i.e. the prothrombin time (PT). PT is the time it takes plasma to clot *in vitro* by the addition of tissue factor and represents the extrinsic pathway of the coagulation cascade. The PT varied greatly depending on the thromboplastin that was used. This led to the World Health Organisation (WHO) adopting a model in 1982 to convert the PT to an International Normalised Ratio (INR). The INR is a standardized method and represents the ratio of the patient’s PT to a normal (control) sample, raised to the power of a ISI value, which is an international sensitivity index for the analytical system used, and gives an international standardized result. Higher INR ratio reflects more anticoagulation. The normal INR range is 0.8-1.2. The method used in Sweden and the other Nordic countries is the Owrens PT and reflects the total activation of the vitamin K dependent coagulation factors, i.e. PT(FII), FVII, FX. These factors, with the addition of the other vitamin K dependent factors, FIX, PC and PS, need a γ-carboxylation to become procoagulant. Vitamin K-antagonists like warfarin inhibit vitamin K-epoxide reductase (VKOR), which is an enzyme that reduces oxidized vitamin K after its participation in the carboxylation of the coagulation factors. Warfarin is metabolized by the enzyme cytochrome P450sC9, which is coded by the CYP2C9 gene. The warfarin dose that patients need varies greatly, mainly because there are many inherited variants of this gene, which lead
to a lower activity of the enzyme, hence the different rate of warfarin metabolism. There are other factors that interfere with its metabolism such as a long list of other drugs, diet and alcohol. This is one of the main problems associated with the use of warfarin, i.e. its many interactions. The anticoagulant effect of warfarin is not reached directly after administration because previously synthesized vitamin K-dependent factors need to be catabolized and then replaced by the insufficiently carboxylated ones. Moreover, the vitamin K-dependent factors have different half-time and full anticoagulation is thus not seen until significant reduction in FII has occurred, normally after three to five days. In the meantime, the levels of PC and PS, which have shorter half-life, have declined, leading to a temporary shift to the thrombotic side of haemostasis. As a consequence, patients must be treated with another anticoagulant agent during this thrombotic period, most often LMWH.

After its first introduction, warfarin continued to develop and already in the 1940s there were reports of its effect in the treatment of thrombotic events. The first randomised trial of warfarin was conducted in 1960, by Barritt and Jordan. They randomised patients with pulmonary embolism and divided them into two groups, one that received a placebo and another that received active therapy, i.e. heparin and warfarin. This study was stopped due to a strikingly higher death rates in the placebo group compared to the anticoagulation group (199). After this, anticoagulation, mainly with warfarin and/or LMWH has been the cornerstone of VTE treatment and, during the last decades, the main focus of studies has been on its duration and intensity.

*Time in therapeutic/treatment range (TTR)*

The laboratory test used to monitor the VKA treatment is PT or INR and the INR target, or therapeutic range, depends on the indication for the anticoagulation treatment. For the majority of indications, such as VTE and atrial fibrillation, the range is between 2.0 to 3.0. Since mechanical heart valves cause an extra high risk for thrombotic events, the treatment target has the higher level of 2.0-3.5. If the INR value <2.0 is associated with increased thrombotic risk and if it lies >4.0 there is a high risk for major bleeding complications. Consequently, the more time a warfarin treated person is out of its therapeutic range, the higher the risk is for complications. The definition of an individual’s time within the therapeutic range (iTTR) is the percentage of time within the target range, out of the total treatment time. Then the TTR is calculated with the assumption of a linear increase or decrease between two consecutive INR determinations according to Rosendaal’s method of linear interpolation (200).

TTR is accepted as an indicator of the quality of warfarin treatment (200, 201). Studies have shown that centres with high TTR (>70 %) have a reduced risk of both thromboembolic and severe bleeding complications (202).
Recurrence of VTE

Much is known about the different risk factors for VTE, both transient and permanent, which can be either acquired or inherited. These risk factors are used to decide on the duration of anticoagulation, both full dose therapy for VTE patients as well as prophylaxis. Since long-term anticoagulation can both be inconvenient and cause major bleedings (203, 204), it is desirable to give prolonged treatment only to patients at the highest risk and to limit treatment duration in patients with lower risk of recurrence.

Studies have shown that patients are at increased risk for recurrence after first episode of VTE, especially after an unprovoked thrombosis. Many cohort studies have demonstrated the yearly risk in recurrence between 3-8%, depending on the type of thrombophilia the patient, while without thrombophilia have around 2-5% risk of a new VTE episode (205-207). The cumulative incidence of recurrence of VTE after a first deep vein thrombosis has been shown to be about 17% and 30% at 2 years and 8 years of follow up, respectively (90).

Although much is known about the risk of recurrence after a first episode of VTE, it has been controversial whether the most common thrombophilic mutation, heterozygous Factor V Leiden, confers increased risk of VTE recurrence or not (205, 208-214). Previous studies have been of both prospective (203, 204, 208, 215-217) and retrospective (209-211) in design as well as a few meta-analyses (205, 212). Strong prospective studies are preferable, but are dependent on adequate cohorts of consecutive patients to generate reliable data.

A higher incidence of recurrent VTE events has been shown among patients with the rare thrombophilias, i.e. protein C, S and antithrombin deficiencies, homozygous mutations of FVL and PTM as well as multiple defects. However, the data mainly stem from small and/or retrospective studies (69, 218, 219).

Results concerning acquired risk factors and distribution of VTE from the the Malmö Thrombophilia Study (MATS) have been published (66). In Paper I, we evaluated MATS regarding heterozygous FVL mutation as a risk factor for recurrence of VTE.

Coagulation testing for thrombophilia

Familial thrombophilia is a concept that was first introduced in the 1956 by Jordan and Nandorff (220). They described 22 cases of VTE where clear inheritance was found. However, already in 1905, Briggs (221) reported that VTE aggregated within a family. In 1965, the first knowledge of specific inherited thrombophilia was described with antithrombin deficiency (135) and then subsequently, protein C and
S deficiencies were defined. Later, the FVL and prothrombin 20210A mutation were acknowledged. All of these thrombophilias can be associated with approximately 30-60 % of VTE patients. Family history is very important, especially in patients that have had unprovoked VTE and studies have shown that the relatives of those patients have a substantially higher risk of contracting VTE (222, 223). Moreover, studies have indicated that the number of affected relatives (two or more affected siblings) gave higher risk for VTE (224), especially when they are at younger age (<45 years) (224-227). It has been controversial whether family history is an independent risk factor for recurrence of VTE has been controversial. Some studies have only found a weak association or none at all (228, 229), whereas some recent data have indicated that there is a relationship even in the presence of genetic risk factors of VTE (230, 231). However, it seems that family history is a much weaker risk factor when it comes to estimating recurrence than risk for primary thrombosis, although this remains to be debated.

The main reason for doing a coagulation testing is that some thrombophilias can give higher risk for recurrence, both during anticoagulation treatment and after cessation of the therapy, which could influence a physician’s decision on the intensity and duration of treatment. Furthermore, since thrombophilia tend to run in families, this could influence prophylactic treatment among the relatives of the VTE patient.

Because of their substantially higher frequencies, factor V Leiden and PT mutations seem to have much higher impact on the development of VTE in the population than deficiencies of antithrombin, protein C and S, that are much stronger risk factors. When both family history and FVL or PTM mutations are present, the increased recurrence risk is approximately the same as for protein C, S and antithrombin deficiencies. However, since the most common mutation, heterozygous FVL, actually has a low VTE penetrance, the disease being multifactorial and clearly age dependent, it is not recommended to do a general screening for thrombophilia after a VTE episode. Thrombophilia testing, on the other hand, is most often considered within individuals with an unprovoked VTE, both as a first or repeated occurrence, individuals who have a strong family history for VTE, are young (aged <50 years), have VTE in conjunction to oral contraceptives or have VTE at uncommon sites without the presence of cancer. A first VTE episode occurring in relation to well known and transient risk factors have a very low risk of recurrence (90, 232), whereas the risk in the presence of inherited thrombophilia is much more controversial (233). A study (234) that tried to investigate if testing for thrombophilia reduced the risk of recurrent VTE in patients with a first VTE episode, compared 197 patients with VTE recurrence from the MEGA case control study (235) to 324 controls (i.e. without recurrence). Thrombophilia tests were performed in 35 % of cases and 30 % of the controls. The conclusion was that the OR for recurrence was only 1.2 (CI 0.9-1.8) for tested versus non-tested VTE
patients, hence doing a thrombophilia test does not reduce the risk of recurrence after a first VTE episode.

Although it can be justifiable to do a thrombophilia testing, it has to be determined if test is going to alter management. Studies within families with thrombophilia have indicated that VTE can be prevented by testing asymptomatic relatives. This is particularly regarding families with AT, PC or PS deficiency as well as homozygosity for FVL mutation where women are planning pregnancy or the use of oral contraceptives (236, 237). Hence, coagulation testing for thrombophilias can be useful in only limited situations and should and should only be done where it is thought to impact the clinical management.

**Inflammatory markers and VTE**

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) and arterial thrombosis have been thought to result from two different mechanisms (238, 239). During the last two decades, studies have shown the important role of inflammation in the pathophysiology of arterial atherothrombosis (238) and its cross linkage to the coagulation system (240). Moreover, studies have now shown that atherosclerosis is more prevalent in patients with VTE (241, 242) indicating that the two diseases may share some common mechanisms (239, 241, 243) and risk factors. In the both diseases endothelial dysfunction and vascular inflammation are part of the pathogenesis (244). Furthermore, arterial and venous thrombosis are thought to share risk factors such as hypertension, hyperlipidemia, chronic arterial disease of the legs, diabetes mellitus and obesity even though the evidence is controversial (71, 245-250).

Damage to the vein wall has been thought to be necessary for the initiation of a thrombotic event. However, data now indicate that the process is more complex and the haemostatic balance can be disturbed by inflammation with increased production of procoagulant factors activating the blood coagulation as well as inhibiting the fibrinolytic pathway (251, 252). The thrombus in turn increases the inflammatory process, thereby activating many factors such as platelets, leucocytes, various interleukins and cell-derived microparticles (253) (241, 243, 244, 254, 255). D-dimer is a biomarker that has been extensively analysed. When raised in plasma, it is a known risk factor for first event and recurrence of VTE (256, 257). During the recent years, FVIII has been the focus point of some studies, as a potential risk factor for VTE. These studies, such as case-control (258), and prospective observational studies (259), have indicated that FVIII is a risk factor, but its relevance for guidance on anticoagulation duration has though not been clear. C-reactive protein, the widely used inflammation marker, has been investigated in a few case-control studies (260) and has not been accepted as a risk factor for developing VTE. A large prospective, population based cohort study, the
Longitudinal Investigation of Thromboembolism Etiology (LITE) (261), has shown that elevated levels of the coagulation factor VIII as well as von Willebrand factor are positively and independently associated with the risk of VTE. The same study did not show a significant relationship between some other inflammatory markers (fibrinogen and C-reactive protein) and VTE.

Previous studies from the Malmö Preventive study have demonstrated that raised concentrations of five inflammatory proteins (fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid, and α1-antitrypsin) are major risk factors for myocardial infarction, stroke and other cardiovascular outcomes. It is however unclear whether these plasma proteins are associated with VTE (262). In Paper III we investigate if inflammatory plasma markers, in a large cohort of men followed for more than 20 years, are associated with VTE.

**Renal function and VTE**

Many studies have established that patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) at any stage have increased risk of developing both arterial and venous thromboembolism (263-266). The exact mechanism is not fully understood but activation of procoagulant factors, decreased natural anticoagulants, hyperactive platelets and decreased activity of the fibrinolytic system (267) are thought to play a role. However, CKD also increases the risk for haemorrhage, both in end-stage renal disease (268, 269) and in patients with a moderate decrease in glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (270). Hence, patients with impaired renal function on anticoagulation treatment with warfarin have been suggested to have a higher risk for poor time in therapeutic range (TTR), especially for supra-therapeutic anticoagulation (271). Patients with CKD therefore need closer warfarin dose adjustment and tend to require lower doses of the drug (272, 273). Other studies on patients with impaired renal function have demonstrated that a significant bleeding risk persists in patients on warfarin in spite of excellent INR control (274).

Previously, real world data from a Swedish national quality register, established in 2006, for patients on warfarin treatment (AuriculA) has been presented (275). The authors showed that TTR in AuriculA was higher compared to TTR in a large randomized trials of warfarin treatment (276, 277) and complications were low (275). In the same material, Per Sandén et al, found no correlation between high TTR and rate of complications, where all centres displayed a high TTR over 70% (mean TTR >78.7%) in patients with atrial fibrillation, which supports the general notion that cTTR should be kept >70%. They imply that after reaching this level of quality of warfarin treatment, other factors, such as patient education, antihypertensive treatment and compliance could be more important for reducing the bleeding risk, at least in patients with atrial fibrillation. However, for patients
with venous thromboembolism (VTE), a lower mean TTR was observed and a correlation between increasing TTR and reduction in the rate of complications was demonstrated (201). TTR varies greatly between countries, as was demonstrated in the large randomized controlled trials RELY and RECOVER, where the mean TTR was 64% and 60% respectively (276-278).

As previously mentioned, results from the AuriculA registry on atrial fibrillation patients treated with warfarin have been published. These indicate an association between impaired renal function and risk for major bleeding events despite good anticoagulation control in patients with atrial fibrillation (274), similar to some previous studies (271, 273, 276, 278). However, since TTR was much higher (74.5 %) than in the other studies, it was assumed that even in centres with good anticoagulation control there is still a correlation with INR out of range and complications. Despite that, there were indications that other factors might impact the risk for bleeding, such as renal function.

In Paper IV we investigate the relationship between renal function assessed by eGFR, major bleeding and thromboembolic complications in patients with venous thromboembolism as an indication for warfarin treatment.
AIMS OF THE STUDIES

PAPER I

To evaluated the distribution of the two most common thrombophilias, i.e. FVL and PTM, in a total material of consecutive adult patients with VTE in the Malmö Thrombophilia Study (MATS) during a 10-year period. Additionally, and its main focus, is to study FVL as a risk factor for recurrence of VTE.

PAPER II

To examine the clinical features associated with the occurrence of VTE in patients with homozygous FVL and PTM as well as patients with double heterozygosity for both the mutations.

PAPER III

To investigate, in a large cohort of approximately 6,000 men from the “Malmö Preventive Study”, collected during a 10-year period, whether raised levels of inflammation sensitive plasma markers (ISPs) are associated with VTE.

PAPER IV

To investigate, in a cohort from a Swedish national quality registry for anticoagulation (AuricuLA), the relationship between renal function, assessed by eGFR, major bleeding and thromboembolic complications in patients with venous thromboembolism as an indication for anticoagulation treatment.
SUBJECTS

In this thesis, the four studies are based on three different cohorts. Papers I and II both describe the Malmö Thrombophilia Study (MATS) cohort, paper III contains subjects from a large screening program of men in Malmö and paper IV includes all patients on OAT with warfarin in the Anticoagulation Clinic at the former University Hospital in Malmö (UMAS), now known as Skåne University Hospital (SUS). Malmö is a city of 300,000 inhabitants in southern Sweden and its hospital, SUS is one of the largest in the country. It is the only hospital treating VTE patients in the area.

All the studies were approved by the Ethics Committee of Lund University and comply with the Declaration of Helsinki.

PAPER I + II

The MATS study at the University Hospital in Malmö (UMAS), later SUS, ran from March 1998 to able to communicate in Swedish) with VTE were invited to participate in. All subjects gave their informed written consent. The patients had to have objectively verified DVT and/or PE with phlebography, duplex ultrasound, computed tomography (CT), lung scintigraphy or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Out of the total 1,465 patients (721(49%) men and 744(51%) women) with the mean age 63 ± 17, we analysed, thrombophilia data we analysed, were available for 1267. All patients were treated in accordance to the standard treatment protocol of UMAS (later SUS) (279).

PAPER III

During the period between 1974-1984, a screening program was conducted to detect individuals with a high risk for cardiovascular diseases. Complete birth cohorts from the city of Malmö were used to invite men to take part in the program and the participation rate was 71%, yielding a total of 22,444 men. Out of those, 6,193 men were randomly selected from the birth cohorts examined between 1974 - 1982. Men with history of myocardial infarction, stroke or cancer (according to questionnaire)
and former VTE (according to hospital registers) were then excluded, leaving 6068 men in the study. Within those men five plasma proteins were determined, i.e. haptoglobin, fibrinogen, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid and alfa1-antitrypsin, at the time of inclusion.

PAPER IV

The Auricula registry (AuriculA), a Swedish national quality registry for anticoagulation on various indications, was started in 2006. It includes all patients on OAT in the Anticoagulation clinic at the Skåne University Hospital (SUS). It keeps information on patient characteristics, treatment, concurrent illnesses, investigations and complications to atrial fibrillation and VTE as quality indicators. AuriculA has a part for dosing of anticoagulation, i.e. warfarin treatment and, later, the new oral anticoagulants.

Data from AuriculA were extracted for all patients on oral anticoagulation treatment (OAT) with warfarin from 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2008 in the Anticoagulation centre at SUS, Skåne University Hospital in Malmö. This includes 98% of all patients on warfarin in the catchment area (280), hence representing the "real world" patients. A total of 3,536 patients (1,925 males (54%) and 1,611 females (46%)) had a mean age (SD) of 72 (13) years and the total number of patients with venous thromboembolism as an indication for warfarin treatment was 963 (27.2%) with a mean age (SD) of 67(16) years. The remaining patients (n=2,634) with other indications (mainly atrial fibrillation) had a mean age (SD) of 73 (11). In 2008, there was a follow-up of all registered patients in AuriculA and events of major bleeding and/or thrombotic complications were recorded as well as renal function.
METHODS

PAPER I and II

MATS is a prospective population-based study conducted at UMAS. Computerized inpatient records at the hospital during the study period were screened for VTE-diagnoses (DVT and/or PE) by a research nurse. The 1465 consecutive VTE patients collected, were estimated to represent 70% of all patients diagnosed at the Emergency Department with VTE. The remaining 30% were excluded due to language difficulties, dementia or other illnesses and, in a few cases, unwillingness to participate.

Included patients were required to leave blood samples, answer a questionnaire and were evaluated concerning risk factors for VTE. The DNA mutations for factor V and II were analysed using Taqman allele discrimination with gene specific assays for the two factors (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Age and gender was recorded, body mass index (BMI) in kg/m$^2$ as well as tobacco use before VTE diagnosis (defined as smoking $\geq$ ca 5 cigarettes/day or $\geq$ ca 25 g pipe tobacco/week). We did not take into account if the patients stopped smoking under the follow-up period. We also recorded surgical intervention, immobilisation or cast therapy within the last month, travel more than three hours by bus, car, train or air within the last month. Other risk factors such as malignancies diagnosed prior to or at the diagnosis of VTE, heredity (defined as a history of VTE in first-degree relatives), and use of contraceptive pills, hormonal therapy, pregnancy and postpartum period (defined as first 6 weeks after delivery) among women were assessed. The location of VTE at inclusion, VTE events prior to study inclusion, and all VTE recurrences during follow-up were recorded. DVT was defined as proximal if involving the veins in and above poplitea and distal if involving only the anterior tibial vein or more distal venous segments. Patients with PE were considered as one group, independent of its size and localization in the pulmonary arterial tree.

All patients were treated with low molecular weight (LMH) or unfractionated (UFH) heparin during initiation and then warfarin as oral anticoagulation (OAC). The hospital treatment protocol suggests therapy for 3-6 months for first-time VTE with consideration of extended treatment in some cases, such as massive unprovoked or recurrent VTE. Thrombolysis was considered in specific cases
according to protocol. The treating physician had no initial knowledge of the patient’s thrombophilia status when determining the duration of anticoagulation treatment.

In paper I, when estimating the recurrence of VTE we excluded those subjects with prior VTE events before inclusion as well as those with active malignancy at the time of event.

**PAPER III**

Within the 6068 men in this study, five plasma proteins were measured at the time of inclusion, i.e. haptoglobin, fibrinogen, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid and alfa1-antitrypsin.

Since cancer is a potential confounding factor, which could increase inflammation as well as increase the risk of VTE, we performed the analysis first by not taking into account history of cancer and then by excluding the VTE patients that had cancer before or up to 180 days after VTE episode.

**Baseline characteristics** included the age of the subjects at inclusion, smoking according to a questionnaire where the patients were categorised as current smokers or non-smokers and body max index (BMI), calculated as weight/height2 (kg/m2). Systolic blood pressure was measured twice in the right arm after a 10-minute rest and the average value of these two measurements was used as blood pressure. Blood samples were taken after an overnight fast. Diabetes mellitus was recorded when venous blood glucose was ≥ 6.1 mmol/L (according to The American Diabetes Association guidelines, ADA, 2007), measured in whole blood and in those using anti-diabetic mediation. Serum cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations were analysed with standard methods at the laboratory of the hospital and expressed as mmol/L.

**Inflammation-sensitive plasma proteins (ISPs)** were measured using electroimmunoassay (281) consecutively at the time of study entry. The coefficient of variation of this method is considered to be < 5% (282). For fibrinogen, haptoglobin and orosomucoid we used detection limits 350 mg/l, 50 mg/l alfa1-antitrypsin and 20 mg/l for ceruloplasmin. Median (interquartile range) levels for the ISPs were 3.46 (3.0-4.0) g/l for fibrinogen, 0.80 (0.67-0.93) g/l for orosomucoid, 1.28 (1.09-1.42) g/l for alfa1-antitrypsin, 1.30 (0.89-1.75) g/l for haptoglobin and 0.30 (0.26-0.35) g/l for ceruloplasmin.

Previously, all the five ISPs have been associated with different cardiovascular diseases and that the hazard ratio (HR) is approximately the same for all the five proteins (262). In accordance with several previous studies from this cohort, we
constructed a composite score (i.e. the number of ISPs in the fourth quartile) from these five proteins.

The, the Swedish hospital discharge registry was used to retrieve the VTE cases during the follow-up period. This registry covers all hospitalizations in the south of Sweden during the entire follow-up period and the register became nation-wide in 1987. VTE was defined as ICD-8 codes 450-451, ICD-9 codes 415B or 451, and ICD-10 codes I26 and I80. All the men were followed from the baseline examination until VTE, death, emigration from Sweden or until the end of the follow-up time, 31 December 2008.

**PAPER IV**

As well as being a quality registry, AuriculaA has an additional role for warfarin dosing, where an algorithm suggests dosing based on the last two international normalized ratio (INR) results. Key outcome measures for patients on anticoagulation treatment are on the one hand major bleeding, according to the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis definition (283) (fatal bleeding, and/or symptomatic bleeding in a critical area or organ, such as intracranial, intraspinal, intraocular, retroperitoneal, intraarticular or pericardial, or intramuscular with compartment syndrome, and/or bleeding causing a fall in hemoglobin level of 20 g/L or more, or leading to transfusion of two or more units of whole blood or red cells), and clinically verified arterial or venous thrombosis on the other (clinical suspicion of deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, myocardial infarction, ischemic stroke or peripheral arterial embolism, verified objectively using ultrasound or phlebography, computed tomography of the chest, electrocardiogram and troponin T or I, computed tomography of the brain, or angiography, respectively).

In the study, indications for OAT were grouped either as venous thromboembolism (VTE) or other (atrial fibrillation, mechanical valve replacement, biological valve replacement, mitral stenosis, left ventricular aneurysm, cardiomyopathy, nephrotic syndrome, transitory ischemic attack and pulmonary hypertension). All key outcome measures registered in AuriculaA during 2008 were followed up and all hospital records for every patient were reviewed to make sure no complications were missed or incorrectly classified. Only the first event for each patient in each separate category (major bleeding/thrombosis) was used for statistical analysis. The age of the patients was defined as the age at first INR test in 2008 and iTTR was calculated according to the Rosendaal algorithm with linear interpolation (200). Mean iTTR was calculated as the mean of the individual iTTR values of each patient that had warfarin treatment >1 week and INR target interval of 2.0-3.0, excluding 642
patients (18.2%) that had different target intervals and 10 patients without enough INR results. Among patients with complications, only INR values before the event were used for statistical analysis.

For the measurement of renal function, we used a database containing all laboratory results of previous blood samples in our region. Plasma creatinine (p-Cr) was measured using a modified Jaffe colorimetric method on a Beckman LX20 analyzer (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA) traceable to a common reference material including a zero-point calibrator and as such also traceable to isotope dilution mass spectrometry. Age (years), gender and the last p-Cr (mcmol/L) registered between 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2008 were used for estimating GFR, Subjects lacking p-Cr (n=187, 5.3% of all patients) from that time period were excluded from eGFR analysis.

For eGFR calculations in patients with complications, p-Cr levels at the time of the event were used. For potential effect of complication on p-Cr levels, p-Cr level at the time of event was compared to pCr measured at least one month before the event. There was no difference in mean or median p-Cr and median data is presented. Two patients did not have a p-Cr measured at the time of the event and were excluded in the eGFR analyses.

Two different formulas for eGFR estimation were used:

1. The IDMS-traceable four-variable Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) Study equation (284):
   \[
   175 \frac{(p\text{-Cr}/88.4)^{1.154}}{\text{age}^{0.203}} \times 0.742(\text{if female}) \times (\text{if Afro-American})
   \]

2. The Lund-Malmö (LM) equation, derived and internally validated at the present University Hospital (285):
   \[
   e^{x-0.0124 \times \text{age} + 0.339 \times \ln(\text{age})-0.226 (\text{if female})}
   \]
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   x &= 4.62-0.0112 \times \text{p-Cr if p-Cr}<150 \text{ μmol/L} \\
   x &= 8.17+0.0005 \times \text{p-Cr} - 1.07 \times \ln(\text{p-Cr}) \text{ if p-Cr} \geq 150 \text{ μmol/L}
   \end{align*}
   \]

We did not take into account ethnicity when using the MDRD equation since AuriculA contained no information about race. Patients were divided into groups, with pre-specified eGFR cut offs at 30 ml/min/1.73m², corresponding to CKD stage 1-3 and 4-5 (286), 45 and 60 ml/min/1.73m², representing suggested boundaries between CKD stages (287).
STATISTICAL ANALYSES

In all papers the statistical analyses were carried out by using SPSS statistics software, version 17.0, 19.0 and 20.0 (SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL) with the addition of the analysis software R in paper IV.

Results are expressed as mean or median ±SD, n (%), odds ratio (95% CI) and p-values < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

In Papers I-II descriptive analyses were performed. For calculating p values we used Fischer’s exact test, Chi-2 test and Student’s t-test when appropriate. Cox-regression and Kaplan-Meier tables were made for the risk analyses.

When we looked at baseline characteristics in relation to the number of raised ISPs in Paper III, we used one-way ANOVA for age and BMI and Pearson chi-square for smoking. As triglycerides showed a skewed distribution, Mann-Witney test was used for the analysis. When the VTE risk was assessed in relation to the number of elevated ISPs, the Cox proportional hazards model was performed. Age, BMI and cholesterol were modelled as continuous variables whereas current smoking and diabetes mellitus were used as dichotomous variables. The number of raised ISPs was used as an ordinal variable to get the p value for trend. The same statistical tests were used regarding the individual ISPs.

In Paper IV, we calculated skewness to assess normal distribution on continuous data. Differences in means were tested with Student’s t-test and Fisher’s exact test for differences in proportions. Log Rank was used to test the equality of cumulative incidence distribution for different levels of eGFR, and to calculate the adjusted hazard rations we used Cox regression. All statistical tests were two-sided with the afore mentioned p value of < 0.05.
RESULTS

PAPER I

A total of 1465 consecutive patients were included in the study, of which 721 (49%) were men with a mean age of 64±15 years and 744 (51%) were women with a mean age of 63±19 years. DVT was diagnosed in 1021 (70%) patients, PE in 352 (24%), whereas 91 (6%) had both DVT and PE. Data was missing in one patient. Mean age at first VTE was 62.4±15.1 years in men and 61.4±19 years in women (p=0.241). Out of those patients with DVT, 300 (27%) were distal thrombosis, 682 (61%) were proximal and other locations or unknown site was in 130 of DVT cases. PE was significantly more frequent among women than men (27% versus 21%; p=0.013) whereas the opposite was true for DVT (68% versus 72%; p=0.013).

The 1,267 VTE patients, from whom data regarding FVL and PTM status were available, were divided into a group with either or both the mutations (n=432) and a group without these mutations (n=835). Common acquired risk factors for VTE were compared between the two groups (table 1). Positive heredity (a first degree relative with VTE) existed in 145 (34%) patients with thrombophilia and 172 (21%) patients without (p<0.01). Previous surgical intervention, cast therapy and malignancy were all more prevalent in the group without the mutations. No significant differences were found between the two groups regarding other acquired risk factors.

Among the 1,267 VTE patients with information on mutation status, 835 (66%) had normal genotypes, whereas 339 (27%) patients were heterozygous and 36 (3%) homozygous for FVL. Forty-five (4%) were heterozygous and none homozygous for the PTM, whereas 12 (1%) were compound (FVL + PTM) heterozygous. No significant differences existed between genders (table 1).
Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of thrombophilia</th>
<th>All patients (n=1,267)</th>
<th>Men (n=620)</th>
<th>Women (n=647)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without thrombophilia</td>
<td>835 (66)</td>
<td>400 (64)</td>
<td>435 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterozygous FVL</td>
<td>339 (27)</td>
<td>178 (29)</td>
<td>161 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homozygous FVL</td>
<td>36 (3)</td>
<td>15 (2)</td>
<td>21 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterozygous PTM</td>
<td>45 (4)</td>
<td>21 (3)</td>
<td>24 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homozygous PTM</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound PTM and FVL</td>
<td>12 (1)</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Follow up for all the 1465 patients was 4.8±2.3 years and the total follow up time was 6133 patient years. When estimating VTE recurrence after inclusion, we excluded patients (n=25) with thrombotic events at any time before study inclusion or recurrence during anticoagulation therapy (n=281) and complete information on recurrences was missing in 51 subjects. Among the remaining 1108 patients, 131 (12%, CI 10–14%) suffered a VTE recurrence after study inclusion. In this group, 49 (42%) were heterozygous and 2 (2%) homozygous for the FVL mutation. Heterozygous PT mutation was found only in 7 (6%) of patients with recurrent VTE. Two (2%) had both heterozygous PT mutation and FVL, fifty-seven (49%) patients were without the mutations and data on this type of thrombophilia were missing in 14 patients.

Recurrent VTE tended to be more frequent among men than among women (77[14%] versus 54 [10%]; p=0.052). Time to recurrence in men and women were 20±19 months and 25±22 months respectively (p=0.16). In a subgroup of 964 patients we were able to evaluate recurrence among patients with unprovoked thrombosis versus those with provoked thrombosis (i.e. with one or more genetic and/or acquired risk factors) and found no significant difference.

A Kaplan-Meier analysis was made to estimate recurrence risk during follow-up in the 260 patients heterozygous for FVL and the 640 patients with normal genotype. The groups separated already during the first year of follow up, and after 8 years nearly 25% in the FVL group had suffered a new VTE episode compared to 10% in the group with normal genotype (p<0.01). After adjustment for age, this difference was still significant (p<0.01). The yearly incidence for VTE recurrence was 3.3% (CI 2.5– 4.4%) in the FVL group compared to 1.5% (CI 1.2 – 2.0 %) in the group with normal genotype (OR 2.4 (CI 1.6–3.6)) (figure 7).
Figure 7.
Kaplan-Meier analysis showing the risk for VTE recurrence during up to 10 years of follow-up after first VTE episode. A significant difference is shown between patients with heterozygous Factor V Leiden (FVL) mutation and patients with normal genotype.

**PAPER II**

Of the 1,465 patients in the MATS cohort, 36 (2.5%) were found to be homozygous for FVL (21 women and 15 men). No patient was homozygous for PTM, 12 patients (0.8%, 6 women and 6 men) had a double mutation of heterozygous FVL and PTM. Mean age of the 48 subjects with homozygous FVL or compound FVL and PTM was 57 ±17 at inclusion VTE and women seemed to be younger than men (53 ±20 vs 62 ±13, ns). Ninety-two percent had DVT at inclusion, 15% PE and 6% had both DVT/PE. Of the 44 patients with DVT, 27% was in v. iliaca, 44% in v. femuropoplitea and 14% localized to the calf. Positive family history of VTE in first degree relatives was reported in 20 subjects (42%). In 26 (54%) of the subjects had at least one additional acquired risk factor. Mean age of first VTE was 52 ±18 where women were significantly younger than men (46 ±20 vs 59 ±12, p < 0.02).
The FVL homozygous group had a mean age of 56 ±18 at inclusion VTE, which was significantly younger, compared to controls (63 ±17, p < 0.02). Women were younger than men (50 ±17 vs 65 ±14, p < 0.02) and homozygous women were younger than female controls at inclusion VTE (50 ±19 vs 63 ±17, p< 0.001). This difference was not seen among men. Table 2 describes the distribution of DVT/PE. Positive family history of VTE in first degree relatives was reported in 14 subjects (39%) and at least one additional acquired risk factor was seen in 20 subjects (56%). Of these, three women were using oral contraceptives and three women were in postpartum.

At study end 13 patients (36%) had been diagnosed with more than one VTE event during their lifetime thus far. Mean age at first VTE was 53 ±18 and women were significantly younger than men (47 ±19 vs 64 ±14, p <0.01) (table2). Odds ratio for VTE in individuals homozygous for FVL compared to controls was 13.9 (95% CI 9.9 – 19.7) assuming a prevalence of 0.18% homozygosity for FVL and 8.1% in heterozygous form in the south of Sweden (288).

Table 2.
Location of thrombus and age at thrombosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homozygous FVL</th>
<th>All n = 36</th>
<th>Male n = 15</th>
<th>Female n = 21</th>
<th>Controls n = 1429</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first VTE</td>
<td>53 ±18</td>
<td>64 ±14</td>
<td>47 ±19</td>
<td>62 ±17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at inclusion VTE</td>
<td>56 ±18</td>
<td>65 ±14</td>
<td>50 ±19</td>
<td>63 ±17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
<td>32 (89)</td>
<td>13 (87)</td>
<td>19 (90)</td>
<td>1078 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>435 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT + PE</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>86 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of thrombus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal thrombosis of the lower extremity*</td>
<td>23 (72)</td>
<td>9 (69)</td>
<td>14 (74)</td>
<td>662 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal thrombosis of the lower extremity*</td>
<td>5 (16)</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
<td>2 (11)</td>
<td>300 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (16)</td>
<td>300 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other location or clinical diagnosis</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>50 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SD and n (%)  
\*The distribution of thrombi in the left lower extremity compared to the right was equal among men whereas 74 % female subjects had thrombosis of the left leg.
Patients with double heterozygosity of FVL and PTM had a mean age of 59 ±16 at inclusion VTE and there was no difference in the age at inclusion compared with controls (59 ±16 vs 63 ±17, ns). The mean age of women in this group was slightly higher than that of men, although not significantly. Positive family history of VTE in first degree relatives was reported in six subjects (50%) and at least one additional acquired risk factor was seen in six subjects (50%). At the study end, eight patients (67%) had been diagnosed with more than one VTE during their lifetime thus far. All males had recurrent VTE (100%) and women had a recurrence rate of 33%. Men were significantly younger than women at first VTE (53 ±9 vs 60 ±21, p<0.03).
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<tr>
<th>Table 3. Location of thrombus and age at thrombosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>Double heterozygote FVL/PTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first VTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at inclusion VTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT + PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of thrombus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal thrombosis of the lower extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal thrombosis of the lower extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other location or clinical diagnosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SD and n (%)

PAPER III

Out of the whole cohort (n=6,068), 398 (6.6%) had a venous thromboembolism during the follow-up time, which was the mean of 26.2 years. Of the VTE cases, 116 had cancer before or up to 180 days after VTE. The mean age and BMI was 46.8 years and 25.0 kg/m² respectively. Those who had no elevated ISPs were 2,448
men, those with one raised were 1,559, 906 had two elevated proteins and 1,155 had three or more raised ISPs. All the basic characteristics, i.e. age, BMI, smoking, diabetes mellitus, cholesterol, triglycerides were significantly associated with number of raised ISPs (table 4).

Age and BMI were significant risk factors for developing a VTE when adjusted for other risk factors (HR=1.05, p<0.01 (95% CI 1.01 - 1.08) and HR=1.10, p<0.001 (95% CI 1.06 - 1.14 respectively)). Diabetes mellitus was also a significant risk factor for VTE with a HR=1.78 and p value of <0.05 (95% CI 1.13 to 2.81), see table 4.

When we excluded the VTE cases with cancer during follow-up or within 180 days after VTE (n=109) we had similar results, i.e. age, BMI and diabetes mellitus were significant risk factors (HR=1.05, p<0.01 (95% CI 1.01 - 1.08), HR=1.10, p<0.01 (95% CI 1.06 - 1.14) and HR=1.78, p<0.05 (95% CI 1.13 - 2.81), respectively) whereas the other factors were not.
Table 4.
Various risk factors in relation to VTE risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VTE, no</th>
<th>VTE yes</th>
<th>HR, crude (95%CI)</th>
<th>HR, age, adjusted(95%CI)</th>
<th>HR, risk factors adjusted (95%CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5,670</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years (±SD)</td>
<td>46.8 (3.7)</td>
<td>47.3 (4.4)</td>
<td>1.06 (1.03-1.09)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.05 (1.01-1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol mmol/l (±SD)</td>
<td>5.7(1.1)</td>
<td>5.7(0.9)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.90-1.09)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.88-1.07)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.80-1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m² (±SD)</td>
<td>24.9 (3.3)</td>
<td>25.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>1.09 (1.06-1.12)</td>
<td>1.09 (1.05-1.12)</td>
<td>1.10 (1.06-1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP, mmHg (±SD)</td>
<td>129.0 (15.5)</td>
<td>130.0 (16.6)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00-1.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides, mmol/l (±SD)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.88-1.09)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.88-1.09)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.76-1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoking yes (%)</td>
<td>2735 (48.2)</td>
<td>184 (46.0)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.90-1.31)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.90-1.33)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.94-1.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes Mellitus yes (%)</td>
<td>260 (4.6)</td>
<td>27 (7.2)</td>
<td>1.93 (1.12-3.00)</td>
<td>1.95 (1.25-3.05)</td>
<td>1.78 (1.13-2.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we looked at inflammation in relation to VTE development, the risk was adjusted for the same possible confounding factors as seen in table 4. The HR for venous thromboembolism was not significantly related to the number of raised inflammatory proteins (p for trend =0.37) adjusted for age, BMI, diabetes mellitus, smoking and cholesterol (table 5). The hazard ratio (HR) was 1.00 for those without elevated ISPs (reference), and the HR was 1.11 (95% CI 0.87 to 1.42), 1.18 (95% CI 0.87 to 1.59) and 1.09 (95% CI 0.81 to 1.47), respectively in men with 1, 2 or ≥3 raised ISPs and non-significance remained after we excluded the cancer VTE cases.
None of the five individual inflammatory proteins, i.e. fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, A1-antitrypsin and orosomucoid, were significant as potential risk factors for VTE. The plasma levels of the proteins were measured and divided into quartiles, see **table 5**. The HRs for the fourth quartiles (vs first quartiles) were 0.81 (95% CI 0.61 to 1.08), 1.12 (95% CI 0.83 to 1.51), 1.18 (95% CI 0.87 to 1.58), 1.07 (95% CI 0.81 to 1.41) and 1.21 (95% CI 0.90 to 1.64), respectively, for the above mentioned proteins. As expected, the non-significance remained when VTE cases within the cancer subjects were excluded.

**Table 5.**
Incidence of thrombosis in relation to number of elevated acute phase proteins (ie in the 4th quartile. Based on number of acute phase proteins in the fourth quartile (of Fibrinogen, Haptoglobin, Ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid, a1-antitrypsin).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>None</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>≥ three</th>
<th>P, trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTE † n, (% of N)</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR, age-adjusted</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.11 (0.83-1.48)</td>
<td>1.35 (0.97-1.89)</td>
<td>1.17 (0.84-1.63)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+risk factors*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.11 (0.87-1.42)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.87-1.59)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.81-1.47)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTE † (without history of cancer) n, (% of N)</td>
<td>113 (4.6%)</td>
<td>75 (4.8%)</td>
<td>50 (5.5%)</td>
<td>51 (4.4%)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (95% CI) age+risk factor adjusted*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.06 (0.79-1.42)</td>
<td>1.29 (0.91-1.81)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.78-1.54)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†VTE: DVT, PE or both
*Risk factors: BMI, diabetes, smoking and cholesterol
PAPER IV

In the whole material, 2,894 patients had target INR 2.0-3.0 where the adjusted mean iTTR was 74.5 %. During total of 2,875 treatment years, 75 major bleeding and 51 thromboembolic events were registered indicating a 2.6% (95% CI 2.0 – 3.2) bleeding risk/patient year, (table 6). Of the total bleedings, 18 were among patients with a VTE indication for OAT where of 17 patients had an INR target of 2.0-3.0.

Bleeding events
In patients with major bleedings the mean INR (SD) was 3.5 (1.7) and the patients presented an increased time with INR>3.0 (21.2% ± 19.5) compared to those with no bleeding (13.9% ± 17.2) (p< 0.001. As expected, increasing age was a risk factor for major bleedings (p< 0.001).

Thromboembolic events
A total of 51 thromboembolic events were registered in the study, of which 41 (80%) were arterial, and 10 (20%) were venous thrombosis. Mean INR at the time of the thrombotic event was 2.3 (1.0) and a trend was seen in percentage of time INR <2.0 in patients with thromboembolic episodes (p=0.058).

Renal function and complications
There was significantly lower mean eGFR among those patients with a major bleeding episode compared to those with no major bleeding (p=0.003). The difference was consistent using both Lund-Malmö and the MDRD equations. Additionally, patients with major bleeding episodes had a significantly (p<0.001 in both cases) higher proportion with eGFR<30 ml/min/1.73m² and eGFR<45 ml/min/1.73m² compared to those without major bleeding. No differences were seen within patients with thromboembolic complications.
Table 6. Patient characteristics, complication frequencies and estimated risk per patient year. Patients can have more than one indication of anticoagulation treatment with warfarin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
<th>Mean age (years)</th>
<th>Treatment Years</th>
<th>Bleeding n (%)</th>
<th>Thrombosis n (%)</th>
<th>Bleeding risk/patient year (%)</th>
<th>Thrombosis risk/patient year (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole population</td>
<td>3536</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>75 (2.6)</td>
<td>51 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.1-3.2)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.3-2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-men</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1561</td>
<td>37 (1.9)</td>
<td>27 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.7-3.2)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.2-2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-women</td>
<td>1611</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1314</td>
<td>38 (2.4)</td>
<td>24 (2.4)</td>
<td>2.9 (2.1-3.8)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.2-2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous thromboembolism</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>18 (1.9)</td>
<td>12 (1.3)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.6-4.0)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.9-2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-INR 2.0-3.0</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>17 (1.8)</td>
<td>11 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.5-4.0)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.9-2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-INR Other</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1 (3.0)</td>
<td>1 (3.0)</td>
<td>3.5 (0.2-15.3)</td>
<td>3.5 (0.2-15.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2634</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2179</td>
<td>59 (2.9)</td>
<td>39 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.0-3.4)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.3-2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-INR 2.0-3.0</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>45 (2.2)</td>
<td>28 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.0-3.4)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.2-2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-INR Other</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>14 (2.3)</td>
<td>11 (1.8)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.1-7.4)</td>
<td>5.0 (1.2-13.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patients with VTE. Patients with VTE as an indication for warfarin treatment were significantly younger than the group with other indications, with a mean age (SD) of 67 (16) compared to 73 (11) (p< 0.001).

As seen in table 7, major bleeding events were relatively more frequent with decreasing levels of eGFR (although no patient in the VTE group had an eGFR <30 and a major bleeding event) leading to a tendency towards a higher risk for bleeding per patient year. However, here was no significant increase in the relative risk for bleeding event for every 10 ml/min difference in eGFR within the VTE group (RR=1.006 per 10 ml/min, p=0.96, CI (0.80-1.27)) whereas the risk was significantly increased for the group with other indications, RR= 1.385 per 10 ml/min decrease in eGFR (p<0.0001, CI (1.20-1.61)).

Mean eGFR(LM) (SD) in the patients with VTE and major bleeding event was 63.3 (23.1) and 46.8 (22.8) in the group with other indications for warfarin treatment (p=0.009). However, mean age and total percentage of time INR >3.0 (SD) were the same for different levels of eGFR in both the VTE and other indications group.

In the VTE group there were 12 (1.2%) thromboembolic events and 39 (1.5%) in the group of other indications, respectively. When we looked at the risk for thromboembolic events in relation to renal function, there was no significant correlation in either of the two different indication groups, RR= 0.876 per 10 units eGFR, p= 0.359 (CI 0.66 – 1.17) and RR= 1.04, p=0.71 (CI 0.86 – 1.24) respectively.
Table 7.
Risks for major bleeding or thromboembolic events with respect to renal function in ml/min/1.73m². Risks in percent per patient year with 95% CI in brackets. eGFR is calculated using the LM-equation in 3536 patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>Patient years</th>
<th>Bleeding events (%)</th>
<th>Risk/ Patient year (%)</th>
<th>% INR &gt;3.0</th>
<th>Thrombosis (%)</th>
<th>Risk/ Patient Year (%)</th>
<th>% INR &lt;2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venous thromboembolism</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>18 (1.9)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>12 (1.2)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.9-2.9)</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR&gt;60</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>8 (1.6)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.0-4.9)</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>9 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.2-4.4)</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR 45-60</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>6 (2.9)</td>
<td>4.2 (1.7-8.4)</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.0-3.3)</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR 30-45</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>4 (3.5)</td>
<td>5.0 (1.6-11.7)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR&lt;30</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>2 (5.1)</td>
<td>7.4 (1.2-22.8)</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2573</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2179</td>
<td>57 (1.3)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.0-3.4)</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>39 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.3-22.8)</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR&gt;60</td>
<td>1087</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>14 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.8-2.4)</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15 (1.3)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.9-2.5)</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR 45-60</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>16 (1.9)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.4-3.8)</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>3 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.1-3.2)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR 30-45</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>12 (3.0)</td>
<td>3.7 (2.0-6.3)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>9 (2.5)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.3-5.0)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR&lt;30</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>14 (7.0)</td>
<td>9.1 (5.1-14.7)</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.0-2.9)</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RR, relative risk
RR = 1.006 per 10 units lower eGFR in the "VTE" group, p=0.96, CI (0.80-1.27)
RR=1.385 per 10 units lower eGFR in the "other" group, p<0.001, CI (1.20-1.61)
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Although much is known about VTE and its risk factors, this major worldwide health problem world widely still causes great mortality and morbidity and its incidence varies greatly between studies. Until the 1990s, VTE was considered to be primarily a complication of major surgery or a late stage of terminal illness. Since then many trials have described the relationship between VTE and various acquired risk factors as well as some inherited. These still need further documentation for better understanding (289) and to be able to identify the risk for first as well as recurrent episodes of VTE. In this thesis, we have looked further into the most common known inherited risk factor, FVL, both in heterozygous and homozygous form. Up to now, there has been no general consensus on the recurrence risk among patients with first unprovoked VTE and this common mutation has given conflicting results in previously published studies (204, 210, 211, 213, 216, 290, 291). Those, that describe the incidence of VTE and its risk factors, have mostly been performed in Northern or Western Europe or in the United States. These studies show that the incidence varies widely, ranging from 71 to 192 peer 100,000 individuals yearly (45, 61-63, 65). These previous studies have been designed differently; either using inpatient records only, both in- and outpatient records, or patients from different geographic areas, and they have not taken into account concomitant diseases such as malignancy. Some of the studies did not separate first-time from recurrent VTE episodes although others have.

In Papers I and II in this thesis, we describe a cohort from a well-defined geographic area with both in-and an outpatients diagnosed with VTE at UMAS (later called SUS). Since that is the only hospital in the region treating these patients, our results most likely represents a true population based VTE epidemiology. The cohort therefore reflects subjects from the general population and not only subgroups. The incidences of VTE, DVT and PE in our population were lower compared to other epidemiological studies (45, 62, 65, 292), which could in part be explained by more strict diagnostic criteria nowadays and better thromboprophylactic therapy, and also by the fact that we did not include patients < 18 years and VTE cases verified by autopsy.

Although several studies have established inherited thrombophilia as a common risk factor for VTE, some of these conditions are still not completely understood. Previous studies regarding epidemiology of VTE have mostly been of retrospective design and performed within subgroups of the general population and only a few
prospective studies have been performed to estimate the community based incidence and risk factors among unselected VTE patients (203, 216, 232). To our knowledge, the studies presented in Paper I and II are based on one of the largest cohort of consecutive patients with homozygous FVL to date, as well as evaluating the recurrence risk of VTE among FVL carriers. Studies describing clinical features associated with homozygous FVL have mostly been derived from selected materials (156, 160). Of the total MATS material in which we had information on mutation status, 27 % had FVL in heterozygous form alone and 3% had the mutation in homozygous form. This prevalence of the most common inherited thrombophilia among VTE patients is in accordance with previous literature (149).

Of the total MATS material, women suffering their first VTE episodes were, not surprisingly, younger than men (Paper I). That can most likely can be explained by acquired VTE risk factors such as use of contraceptive pills and pregnancies in younger women. In Paper II, the mean age at inclusion thrombosis was 56 years which was significantly younger compared to controls which had a mean age of 63 years (p<0.02) and evident that it was because of the younger age of women with homozygous FVL and VTE compared to men. However, the age difference was also significant even when compared to female controls (50 ± 19 vs 61 ± 20, p <0.02) where this was not observed within the male gender. Women seem to have two peaks of incidence with the first around 30 years of age and the second around 60 years of age. These findings support previous studies that women with known homozygous FVL should avoid oral contraceptives because of greatly increased thrombosis risk (166, 293).

It is of interest to look at the distribution of VTE. In Paper I when we look at the whole material, PE was significantly more frequent among women than men (27% vs 21%, p=0.0013) where the opposite was true for DVT (68% vs 72%, p=0.0013). Furthermore, in Paper II, it seemed that homozygous FVL subjects had less frequent PE (17%) compared to controls (30%) with a p value close to significance (p=0.051). This is in accordance with earlier studies that have indicated that heterozygous FVL patients suffer from pulmonary embolisms to a lesser degree than controls (163, 164, 294). However, according to our results, this only applies to female FVL subjects since 10 % of the homozygous FVL women had PE versus 27 % in the male group. The reason for this lower frequency of PE in FVL patients is still unknown, but previous data have shown that thrombi in FVL patients are more distally located than in controls (162) although in our study, the majority of the homozygous subjects had proximal thrombus (84 %) compared to 71 % in controls. Van Stralen et al showed similar results (294) and our findings support the theory that thrombus in FVL patients has a different structure, such as a stronger adhesive properties, leading to a decreased risk for embolism. However, no concrete conclusion can be drawn from our findings since only patients with symptoms of PE underwent computer tomography.
In our unselected population of homozygous FVL patients (Paper II), the mean age at first thrombosis was higher than in previous studies or 64 ±14 among men and 47 ±19 among women, with a significant age difference between the genders (p<0.01). As mentioned earlier, oral contraceptives and pregnancy increase the risk of thrombosis and, according to other observations, there seems to be some synergistic effect with both FVL mutation and hormonal changes present (295). Rosendaal et al (159) found a mean age of 31 in 7 homozygous FVL patients and the Procare group (160), that analysed 85 such patients, showed a mean age of 40 among men and only 28 among women. It has to be kept in mind that these previous studies are conducted on selected material, probably leading to this younger age where our population is likely to reflect better the actual age at which first thrombosis occurs within homozygous FVL patients. In our study (Paper II) it seems that the risk for VTE among homozygous subjects is lower (OR= 13.9, 95 % CI 9.9-19.7) than previously thought in many studies, where, for example, in the LETS study an 80-fold risk increase was reported (159).

When we looked at double heterozygous FVL and PTM mutation (Paper II) there was no significant difference in age between female and male subjects at inclusion thrombosis as well as first thrombotic event. In the group, there were no reports of oral contraception or pregnancies in the compound group which might explain these results. These subjects seemed to be older at first thrombosis than previously reported, however on a selected material, with mean age of 52 ±17 compared to 34.7 (161), respectively.

The aim of Paper I was mainly to estimate the recurrence risk for VTE among patients with FVL in heterozygous form. A Kaplan-Meier analysis, including 900 VTE patients, showed that patients heterozygous for the FVL mutation ran a significantly increased risk for a new VTE episode during 4.8 ±2.3 years of follow up. The yearly incidence for recurrence was 3.3% for the FVL group compared to 1.5% in the group with normal genotype, with OR= 2.4. We could not demonstrate any differences between the thrombophilia and normal genotype groups when we compared common acquired VTE risk factors that could explain this difference in recurrence risk. Positive family history was, as expected, more common in the thrombophilia group since mutations tend to run in families. Interestingly, recurrence was more frequent in men compared to women.

Previously there has been no general consensus on the recurrence risk among patients with first unprovoked VTE and this common mutation and studies have given conflicting results. Most of the previous data has been derived from retrospective (210, 211, 291) or small prospective studies (203, 204, 215, 216, 290, 296).The relative risk in these studies ranged from 1.4-4.0 and in a systematic review by Ho et al. (205), of both prospective and retrospective studies, heterozygous FVL carriers had an odds ratio of 1.4 (95 % CI 1.2 – 1.7) for VTE.
recurrence after a first episode. However, there are also a few studies that do not support our findings, De Stefano et al. (210), found that subjects with the mutation in heterozygous form ran the same risk for recurrent VTE as those without the mutation in a retrospective cohort of 624 patients in 1999. Lindmarker et al (215), Rintelen et al (291) and Eichinger et al (297) all presented similar results as well, although the observation periods were short in some of these studies.

When we evaluated the risk for recurrence (Paper I), we excluded patients with previous VTE episodes as well as patients that received anticoagulation during the follow up time. These facts, as well as some missing data, led to a relatively large loss of subjects for follow up, equivalent to about 20 % drop-out rate. However, since we could demonstrate the differences between the heterozygous FVL group and normal genotype group, and our results being in accordance to many of the previous literature, we presume the data is valid and reflect both true VTE epidemiology in the general populations as well as the recurrence risk among heterozygote carriers of the FVL mutation in the community, thus presenting real world data.

Although the recurrence risk in patients with heterozygous FVL was more than twofold compared to normal genotype subjects, the annual risk for recurrence, however, was substantially low in both the groups. It is therefore difficult to recommend lifelong anticoagulation therapy after a VTE episode within this group of patients. However, this information on the recurrence risk could be valuable when determining duration of therapy, especially with other risk factors present. Moreover, it could be helpful when deciding whether to do a mutation test or not.

As previously mentioned in this thesis, there are many known acquired factors that increase the risk for VTE. Inflammation has been of interest in the last decades, as its role in arterial thrombosis has been reported. However, it is still controversial whether inflammation is a cause or only a consequence of the thromboembolic process. Presumably, some inflammatory mediators contribute to the VTE process which in turn induces an inflammatory reaction.

In our study (Paper III), we could not find a significant relationship between inflammation and the risk for venous thromboembolism. The number of raised inflammation-sensitive proteins in the fourth quartile was not related to the VTE risk. Furthermore, no significant relationship was found when we looked at the different proteins individually, i.e. fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplsamin, orosomucoid and alfa1-antitrypsin. Many studies have shown similar results, i.e. that inflammation is not a significant risk factor for VTE. However, most of the studies have not analysed the same inflammation-sensitive proteins that we did, apart from fibrinogen.
Tsai et al studied various inflammation markers as well as coagulation factors as a potential VTE risk and published the results in the LITE study in 2002. They found, not surprisingly, that levels of the clotting factors VIII and VII as well as von Willebrand factor were positively and independently associated with the incidence of venous thromboembolism in their large population-based cohort study (261). However, the inflammation markers fibrinogen and C-reactive protein were not significantly related to the risk for having a VTE (261) which is in accordance to our observations, i.e. fibrinogen was not associated with increased VTE risk. A case-control study from 2000 made by Austin et al gave the same results, i.e. fibrinogen is not a risk factor for VTE (298). Controversially, a few case-control studies (299, 300) have indicated a relationship between elevated fibrinogen and VTE. Recently, a study by Saghazadeh et al in 2016 (301) reviewed evidence supporting the role of inflammation as a cause of VTE and present evidence suggesting the role of inflammation as a cause of VTE and found that current literature indicates that people suffering from certain inflammatory or inflammation-related medical conditions are more likely to develop VTE.

Furthermore, some genetic association studies have indicated a link between inflammation-related genetic variants, including pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines, pathways, chemokines and other inflammation-related genes, and VTE, both first occurrence and recurrence risk (302-304).

Additional biomarkers that have been studied are many cytokines such as IL-6, sP-selectin TNF-alfa, IL-8 and MCP-1 (305-308). Inhibition of these factors has been found to reduce VTE incidence and recurrence (306, 307), thereby, and by lowering serum cholesterol and/or triglycerides, it has been hypothesized and indicated that statins could reduce VTE (247, 250). However, other studies could not verify this relationship (71, 309, 310) and in our study (Paper III), cholesterol or triglycerides were no significant risk factors for developing VTE.

In the study, we also found that age and BMI, as expected according to the literature (309), gave significantly higher risk for VTE. Diabetes mellitus was similarly associated with incidence of VTE, which also has been shown by the large LITE study (71), although the Copenhagen City Heart Study could not verify this relationship (309).

During an inflammatory process more than one factor is involved and therefore it is difficult to find a good biomarker to predict VTE and guide the anticoagulation therapy. Additionally, those studies that show a relationship between inflammation and VTE could have been biased, as inflammation markers were elevated after the thrombotic event. One of the strengths of our study was the large prospective cohort. We wanted to see if inflammation in general could induce VTE by looking at the number of ISPs, but no significant relationship was observed. Another factor increasing the study’s strength was the very clear end-point, i.e. an objectively
verified VTE according to the hospital’s register. We assumed the end-point registration was reliable and comprehensive. The Swedish national inpatient register has been valued with an overall positive predictive value for all diagnoses between 85-95% (311), a Danish validation (312) and another from the USA (313) has shown that data on VTE obtained from administrative registries are a valuable source of information although they should be used with caution. Furthermore, the assessment of the ISPs, cholesterol and triglycerides with electroimmunoassay is an established and reliable method (281).

After a VTE has been diagnosed, treatment with one of the anticoagulant agents is initiated. The main challenge for the physician is to determine the duration of therapy but also estimate the risk for major bleedings during the therapy. As mentioned earlier, chronic renal failure increases the risk for bleeding, why we wanted to estimate the risk for major bleeding within patients with VTE on warfarin, the most frequent anticoagulation therapy in relation to renal function.

In the study in Paper IV, the patients with venous thromboembolism as an indication for warfarin treatment were, as expected, younger than the patients in the other indication group, which mainly consisted of atrial fibrillation patients. The bleeding risk per/patient year was the same for both the groups (2.6% in both cases). Our data show that the risk for bleeding in the group with other indications for OAT was significantly higher within patients with impaired renal function (table 3), and it has been suggested that these patients stay longer out of range (>3.0) in INR (271, 272). However, in our study, the percentage with INR >3.0 between different eGFR groups did not significantly vary. Furthermore, in our group with VTE as an indication, the same was seen as a trend, i.e. inverse relationship between bleeding risk and eGFR but without an increased time of INR >3.0 (table 3). However, that particular group suffered from a lack of power, which probably explains the trend and not significance. The VTE group is younger and this could reflect a population with less frail patients with lower percentage of impaired renal function, and hence fewer bleeding events, whereas a previous study has demonstrated no difference in the incidence of major bleeding between different age groups at the same levels of eGFR (274). Limdi et al (271) describe in their study that impaired renal function influences warfarin dosage, anticoagulation control and hence increases the risk for hemorrhage. The TTR in their study, however, was low and ranged from 40.1 % to 49.7 % with percentages of INR > 3.0 around 20%. Since we demonstrate high TTR (74.5%) in our study, and do not show significant over-anticoagulation, data indicates that the bleeding could be due to other factors of renal impairment and its consequences, i.e. rheology, anaemia and platelet dysfunction and not because of poorly controlled anticoagulation. Also, in a recently submitted publication (314) of 321 bleedings within patients with various OAT indications in Malmö, Sweden, where subjects in the present study were included, the authors found that a very low
proportion of the patients who suffered major bleedings on warfarin were treated with platelet inhibitors concomitantly.

The RE-COVER study, where the direct oral anticoagulant dabigatran and warfarin were compared as treatments in VTE (277), showed no significant interaction between given anticoagulant and age or renal function. However, the study had a limited number of patients in the subgroups of >80 years and with CrCl<5, leading to a lack of power, as in our study (Paper IV). Furthermore, subjects with eGFR <30 ml/min/1.73m² were excluded from the RE-COVER study. In our VTE group, around 15% of patients have eGFR <45 ml/min/1.73m² and some of these are subjects where caution is advised using, for example, some of the direct oral anticoagulants which are eliminated via renal route.

Due to too few events there was a lack of power in the present study to distinguish a clear relationship between impaired renal function and complications to OAT with warfarin. Parikh et al concluded in their cohort of VTE patients that severe decreases in eGFR not only increase the risk for bleeding but also for long-term recurrent VTE (315). This is in accordance to other studies (263, 316), but due to few events we could not demonstrate a significantly higher proportion of patients with INR <2.0 in the subjects with eGFR <30 and thrombotic complication.
LIMITATIONS

The studies in this thesis suffered from some limitations. In Papers I and II, although in total we had a large consecutive community based cohort, there was a substantial drop-out, approximately 30% when recruiting patients to the MATS database due to previously mentioned reasons. This figure, 30%, is an estimation based on a review of hospital records of all excluded VTE patients in 1 year during the study period by a study nurse. Additionally, when doing many of the different analyses, there was a further drop-out rate, in part due to missing data but also because we excluded patients with previous VTE episodes as well as patients that received anticoagulation during the follow-up time. When looking into some smaller subgroups, such as in Paper II, the sample size was too small to enable statistically stable analyses.

In Paper I, we did not take into account that some patients could also have had deficiencies of the natural anticoagulants (i.e. protein S, C and antithrombin) leading to an even higher risk for recurrence. However, since these are extremely rare, they are, in our opinion, are highly unlikely to affect our results. Furthermore, information about the presence of antiphospholipid syndrome as well as hereditary elevated FVIII level, which is now is considered as a risk factor for VTE, were not taken into account, although we expect these individuals to be very few. Another possible error in our study (Paper I) was not including subjects <18 years of age in our analyses but not excluding them from the Malmö population in our VTE incidence calculation. Rask et al (68), on the other hand, who did a paediatric retrospective study from our hospital with the same catchment area showed an annual incidence of only 5 per 100,000 children. We therefore conclude that previously mentioned factors should not affect our results. Additionally, not including upper extremity DVT (UEDVT) cases or autopsy diagnoses might have contributed to our lower incidence. However, in the same MATS material, Isma et al evaluated UEDVT cases separately, finding the yearly incidence of UEDVT only 3.6 per 100,000 inhabitants (317).

In the study of Paper III, the subjects were only male, which might decrease the valuation of the results. Furthermore, the biomarkers we tested were based on a single blood test at study inclusion with an obvious possibility of intraindividual variation. The level of the inflammatory markers is therefore not presented at the time of VTE event. Analysing these inflammatory biomarkers at the time of VTE episode could, however, give conflicting results as these could be increased as a
consequence of VTE. Ideally, the biomarker measurement within all the subjects would be just before a VTE event which obviously would be difficult to accomplish. A change of exposure could also cause a bias in the study. Smokers according to questionnaire at inclusion could have stopped smoking during the follow up time, blood pressure changed etc. However, several previous studies have shown that these proteins predict incidence of cardiovascular diseases and stroke even over very long follow-up periods (262, 282, 318).

The limitations of the study in Paper IV can also be easily acknowledged since it is an observational study and only epidemiological conclusions regarding association between low eGFR and major bleeding events can be made from our analyses. The data was only from one year, i.e. 2008, and from complications studied from only one centre which led to lower patient numbers and treatment years. Only hospital records from the Skåne University Hospital were used in the review of events. However, it cannot be ruled out that some patients had an event and were treated at another hospital, leading to an underestimation of events. However, this is real world data, not excluding any patients on OAT at the present time. Moreover, when evaluating renal function, we could not use an absolute eGFR value since we lacked information about height and weight of the patients. Instead, we used relative eGFR, which does not give accurate information about renal clearance, which ideally should be used to assess the appropriate dosing of drugs. In future studies one would need different eGFR equations. The general population in AuriculA is heterogeneous and there is a difference in cTTR between hospitals, implying that there are differences in patient selection, co-morbidities and adherence to guidelines. The organization of anticoagulation treatment in Sweden is founded on anticoagulation centres that includes both primary care and in hospital-based settings. Consequently, the patients enrolled in AuriculA represent the whole patient community that are treated with anticoagulants in Sweden. However, although there can be differences between centres there is no selection bias of patients in AuriculA. Out of the 3,536 patients, 187 did not have a p-Cr measured during the study period and two patients with complications did not have a p-Cr value at the time of event, which perhaps can have led to underestimation in our results. Moreover, we did not have more extensive patient profiles regarding co-morbidities, risk factors for bleeding and thromboembolism, smoking status, medications or alcohol consumptions that could have influenced our results.

As already discussed, the VTE group was underpowered both with regards to the presence of renal impairment, but also regarding the endpoints, which is probably why we could not reach significance in our analyses as we did in the group of other indications for OAT. We would need larger cohort studies taking these factors into account.
CONCLUSIONS

In Paper I, of this relatively large population based study, we conclude that approximately 1/3 of unselected VTE patients have inherited thrombophilia, with FVL in heterozygous form dominating. There is a more than two-fold higher risk for VTE recurrence after anticoagulation therapy in subjects with heterozygous FVL compared to individuals with normal genotype, although the recurrence is generally low.

In Paper II, looking into the same unselected, community based population of VTE patients, we found that homozygous FVL female patients have lower PE frequency than DVT, indicating a different structure of the thrombus. The odds ratio for thrombosis among homozygous FVL subjects seems to be lower than previously described compared to non FVL carriers.

In Paper III, we conclude that in our cohort, that inflammation is not associated to the risk for developing VTE. Age, BMI and diabetes are significant risk factors for VTE event whereas cholesterol- and triglyceride levels are not.

In Paper IV, we conclude that among VTE patients on oral anticoagulation with warfarin, there is not significantly increased bleeding with impaired renal function, although a trend could be seen.
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Venous thromboembolism is a relatively common major public health problem associated with reduced survival, morbidities and substantial health-care cost. Although this disease has been widely studied and many independent VTE risk factors and predictors of recurrence identified, leading to effective primary and secondary prophylaxis, the problem remains extensive. It is still necessary to identify additional risk factors and gaining an even better understanding of the pathogenesis, to continue to get a better handle of the problem.

The studies in Papers I and II describe the prevalence and incidence of VTE within the most common inherited thrombophilias. The results indicate that FVL mutation in heterozygous form is only a small risk factor regarding recurrence and even lower than in many other studies. We can use this information in the future to estimate the recurrence risk, when other risk factors are present when determining the anticoagulation therapy. Moreover, in Paper II it seems that the same mutation in homozygous form also might also be a weaker risk factor than previously thought, although still a very significant one. In the light of this, and the fact that family history alone increases the odds for VTE approximately 2.5 fold, screening for these types of thrombophilias should still be conservative unless further genetic risk factors can be found. In fact, since VTE can run in families without the known mutations being present, the main goal in the future research on inherited thrombophilia should be identifying new mutations. Our lower incidence of VTE compared to other studies might, in part, be due to better prophylactic therapy but there is still much to learn and improve in that field.

Although our study (Paper III) could not show a relationship between inflammation and VTE, there is yet an area to investigate further. There are many other inflammatory biomarkers to explore and with better understanding on the pathogenesis, the role of inflammation and the immune system in VTE susceptibility might become clearer in the future.

As previously mentioned, the physician’s biggest challenge in the treatment of VTE is deciding the length of anticoagulation and estimating the risk of bleeding versus a new thrombotic event. Therefore, it is of value to estimate the bleeding risk in relation to renal function. Although there was not significantly increased bleeding with decreased eGFR within VTE patients on warfarin (Paper IV), there was a trend and the relationship has been indicated within patients with atrial fibrillation (274).
As the VTE group is younger and healthier, this problem might be of a lesser degree. However, keeping the results of Paper IV kept in mind, renal function must be considered within this group of patients, especially with the increasing use of the new oral anticoagulants, many of which are mainly eliminated by the renal route. At present, the monitoring of renal function is recommended at the start of therapy, especially in conjunction to hospitalizations and initiation of other medications that may affect renal function. Therefore, it is important in the future to continue with registers such as AuriculA to monitor eGFR, not only in patients on warfarin but also on the new oral anticoagulants. Such registers play central role in collecting data on complication frequencies for comparison between different oral anticoagulation treatments in a clinical setting. Time will then tell how these will turn out in the real world with on-going studies.
Hemostas eller blodstillning är kroppens naturliga förmåga att levra blodet för att förebygga blödningar. Detta är ett dynamiskt system och samtidigt undviker det att blodproppar bildas. Rubbningar i hemostasen, av olika skäl, kan leda till antingen blödning eller blodpropp. När blodproppar förekommer i det venösa kärlsystemet kallas det venös tromboembolism (VTE) och innebär att blodproppar bildas i kroppens djupa ådror (djup ventrombos, DVT), vanligast i benen, eller propp i lungorna (lungemboli, LE). VTE är en relativt vanlig sjukdom som kan leda till svår sjuklighet och även dödlighet. Insjuknandefrekvensen i VTE är ungefär 1-3 / 1000 individer årligen varav 2/3 är DVT.

Många orsaker till VTE är kända, både ärfliga och förvärvade, men oftast är det ett samspel mellan dessa riskfaktorer som bidrar till sjukdomen. Vanligaste förvärvade riskfaktorer är hög ålder, kirurgi, nedsatt rörlighet (immobilisering), cancer, hormonbehandling och graviditet samt svåra kroppsskador. Utav de ärfliga riskfaktorerna är den s.k. faktor V Leiden (FVL) mutationen den vanligaste och förekommer hos ca 7-10 % i den svenska befolkningen.

Det övergripande syftet med denna avhandling har varit att kartlägga de två vanligaste ärfliga riskfaktorerna för VTE, dvs. faktor V Leiden (FVL) och prothrombingen (PT) mutationerna och hur dessa påverkar risken för VTE och att få återfall efter avslutad behandling. Ytterligare syften var att undersöka inflammation som en potentiell riskfaktor för VTE samt att utvärdera blödningsrisken hos warfarin (Waran) behandlade VTE patienter i förhållande till njurfunktion.

I delarbete 1-II beskrivs 1,465 oselektade VTE patienter som rekryterades till Malmö Thrombophilia Study (MATS) under åren 1998-2008 på Universitetssjukhuset i Malmö (UMAS), numera Skånes Universitetssjukhus (SUS). Utav dessa 1,465 VTE patienter hade 1021 (70%) DVT, 352 (24%) LE och 91 (6%) hade både DVT och LE. Lika många män (49%) som kvinnor (51%) hade VTE, med medelåldern 62±16 och 61±20 år respektiv. Utav alla VTE patienterna där information om FVL och PT mutation fanns (n=1,267), hade 27% FVL mutation i heterozygot form, 3% i homozygot form, PT mutation förekom i heterozygot form hos 4% medan ingen var homozygot. Enbart 1% hade både FVL mutation och PT mutationen. Patienterna följdes upp under 4.8 ± 2.3 år och analys med
överlevnadskurvor visade att VTE patienter som är heterozygota för FVL mutationen (n=260) hade dubbelt så stor risk som patienter med normal genotyp (n=640) för återfall i VTE efter avslutad behandling med en årlig incidens för återinsjuknande på 3.3% respektive 1.5%.Detta är något lägre risk än som tidigare beskrivits.

I hela materialet hade 36 VTE patienter FVL i homozygot form. Kvinnor inom denna grupp var signifikant yngre än män (50 vs 65 år) som sannolikt kan förklaras av användande av p-piller samt graviditet. Dessutom verkade det som att FVL mutation bidrog oftare till DVT än LE som kan tyda på att blodproppen hos denna VTE grupp kan ha en annan struktur och egenskap. I delarbete II beräknades risken för VTE hos FVL homozygota patienter till ca 14 gånger ökat jämfört med kontroller, vilket är lägre än tidigare rapporterat.


I delarbete IV var huvudsyftet att mäta relationen mellan nedsatt njurfunktion och komplikationer hos VTE patienter under blodförtunnande behandling med warfarin. Studien är av samtliga 3536 patienter under warfarin behandling, på olika indikationer, i Malmö under året 2008 och ingår i den svenska nationella databasen och kvalitetsregistret, AuriculA. Utav alla 3536 patienterna hade 963 patienter indikation VTE för behandlingen med warfarin. I studien kunde vi inte visa på signifikant ökad risk för blödning med nedsatt njurfunktion även om en trend sågs. Detta kan förklaras av att VTE patienter är yngre och generellt friskare än patienter med warfarin på andra indikationer, så som förmaksflimmer och hjärtklaffsjukdomar. Ökat risk för arteriell trombos eller VTE återinsjuknande kunde inte påvisas tydande på en god behandlingseffekt.

Sammanfattningsvis är den röda tråden i avhandlingen att beskriva kända genetiska VTE riskfaktorer hos olika kohorter av VTE patienter samt att bedöma nya potentiella riskfaktorer. Huvudfynden och nyhetsvärden är att återfallsrisken vid VTE och FVL mutation i heterozygot form är lägre än tidigare beskrivits och att FVL mutationen i homozygot form i tidigare studier sannolikt övervärderat VTE risken. Inflammationens betydelse tycks inte vara stark kopplat till VTE utveckling enligt den aktuella undersökningen. Hos warfarin behandlade VTE patienter är behandlingseffekten god men nedsatt njurfunktion har en benägenhet att öka risken för blödningar även om en signifikant koppling inte kunde påvisas.
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Evaluation of recurrent venous thromboembolism in patients with Factor V Leiden mutation in heterozygous form
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: To evaluate the risk for recurrence after first venous thromboembolism (VTE) among patients with or without Factor V Leiden (FVL) mutation.

Materials and Methods: A prospective population based study of 1465 consecutive unselected VTE patients was performed at Skåne University Hospital 1998–2008. The VTE was objectively verified and the patients answered questionnaire and left blood samples for evaluation.

Results: Out of 1465 patients (721 [49%] men and 744 [51%] women) thrombophilia data were available for 1267, and FVL mutation was found in heterozygous form in 339 (27%). The homozygous form and prothrombin mutation (PTM) were much less common. Patients were followed during 4.8 ± 2.3 years (total 6133 patient years) and recurrence after first VTE (evaluated in 1108 patients) occurred in 131 (12%, 95%CI 10–14%), where of 49(37%) had heterozygous FVL mutation and 57(44%) were without thrombophilia. The remaining 25(19%) patients had either PTM, FVL in homozygous form, compound PTM/FVL or unknown thrombophilia status. Having FVL mutation in heterozygous form significantly increased the risk for VTE recurrence (odds ratio 2.4 (95%CI 1.6–3.6; p < 0.01). In a Kaplan-Meier analysis the FVL group also differed significantly (p < 0.01) from the other patients concerning time to recurrence (almost 25% vs. 10% after 8 years).

Conclusions: FVL mutation in heterozygous form is common among VTE patients and significantly increases the risk for VTE recurrence.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
prospective studies are preferable, but are dependent on adequate cohorts of consecutive patients to generate reliable data.

A higher incidence of recurrent VTE events has been shown among patients with the rare thrombophilias, i.e. protein C, S and antithrombin deficiencies, homozygous mutations of FVL and PTM as well as multiple defects. However, the data mainly stem from small and/or retrospective studies [27–29]. Results concerning acquired risk factors and distribution of VTE have been published from the Malmö Thrombophilia Study (MATS) [30]. We now evaluated MATS regarding the distribution of the two most common of the thrombophilias, i.e. FVL and PTM, in a total material of VTE patients, but mainly we studied FVL as a risk factor for recurrence of VTE.

**Methods**

MATS is a prospective population-based study conducted at Skåne University Hospital (SUS) in Malmö, a city of 300,000 inhabitants in southern Sweden. SUS is the only hospital treating VTE patients in the area. The study ran from March 1998 to December 2008 during which 1465 consecutive unselected VTE patients were collected, representing 70% of all patients diagnosed at the Emergency Department with VTE (DVT and/or PE) [30]. The remaining 30% were excluded due to unwillingness to participate, language problems, dementia or other illness. The patients had to have objectively verified DVT and/or PE with phlebography, duplex ultrasonography, computed tomography (CT), lung scintigraphy or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Other inclusion criteria in MATS were age >18 years and possibility to communicate in the Swedish language. All participants provided written informed consent and the study was approved by the Lund University Ethical Committee.

Included patients were required to leave blood samples, answer a questionnaire and were evaluated concerning risk factors for VTE. The DNA mutations for factor V and II were analysed using Taqman allele discrimination specific assays for the two factors (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Body mass index (BMI) in kg/m^2 was recorded as well as tobacco use before VTE diagnosis (defined as smoking ≥ 5 cigarettes/day or ≥ 25 g pipe tobacco/week). We did not take into account if the patients stopped smoking under the follow-up period. We also recorded surgical intervention, immobilisation or cast therapy within the last month, travel more than three hours by bus, car, train or air within the last month. Other risk factors such as malignancies diagnosed prior to or at the diagnosis of VTE, heredity (defined as a history of VTE in first-degree relatives), and use of contraceptive pills, hormonal therapy, pregnancy and postpartum period (defined as first 6 weeks after delivery) among women were assessed. The location of VTE at inclusion, VTE events prior to study inclusion, and all VTE recurrences during follow-up was recorded.

All patients were treated with low molecular weight (LMH) or unfractionated (UFH) heparin during initiation and then warfarin as oral anticoagulation (OAC). The hospital treatment protocol suggests therapy for 3–6 months for first-time VTE with consideration of extended treatment in case of recurrent VTE. Thrombolysis was considered in specific cases according to protocol. The treating physician had no knowledge of the patient’s thrombophilia status when determining the duration of anticoagulation treatment.

Statistical analyses including descriptive analyses, Chi-2 test, Cox-regression and Kaplan-Meier tables were made in SPSS 19.0 (IBM, Markham, Canada). Results are expressed as mean ± SD, n (%), odds ratio (95%CI). P-values <0.05 were considered as significant

**Results**

**Patient Characteristics**

A total of 1465 consecutive patients were included in the study, of which 721 (49%) were men with mean age of 64 ± 15 years and 744 (51%) women with mean age 63 ±19 years (Table 1). Body mass index (BMI, in kg/m^2) could be evaluated in 1376 patients and was equal in men (26.8 ± 4.1) and women (26.7 ± 5.4). DVT was diagnosed in 1021 (70%) patients, PE in 352 (24%), whereas 91 (6%) had both DVT and PE. Data was missing in one patient. Out of those patients with DVT, 300 (27%) were distal thrombosis, 682 (61%) were proximal. Other locations of venous thrombosis was found in 130 (12%) patients, i.e. arm (69), portal vein (6), mesenteric vein (6) and other (8) or unknown sites (41). PE was significantly more frequent among women than men (27% versus 21%; p = 0.013) whereas the opposite was true for DVT (68% versus 72%; p = 0.013).

**Acquired Risk Factors**

The 1267 VTE patients from whom data regarding FVL and PTM status were available were divided into a group with either or both the mutations (n = 432) and a group without these mutations (n = 835). Common acquired risk factors for VTE were compared between the two groups (Table 2). Positive heredity (a first degree relative with VTE) existed in 145 (34%) patients with FLV and/or PTM and 172 (21%) patients without (p < 0.01). Previous surgical intervention, cast therapy and malignancy, on the other hand, were all more prevalent in the group without the mutations (Table 2). There were no significant differences between the two groups regarding other acquired risk factors.

**Thrombophilia**

Among the 1267 patients with VTE, 835 (66%) had normal genotypes, whereas 339 (27%) patients were heterozygous and 36 (3%) homozygous for FVL. Forty-five (4%) were heterozygous and none homozygous for the PTM, whereas 12 (1%) were compound (FVL + PTM) heterozygous. No significant differences existed between genders (Table 3).

**VTE and Recurrence**

All the 1465 patients in the study were followed up for 4.8 ± 2.3 years and the total follow up time was 6133 patient years. When doing the statistical analyses for VTE recurrence after inclusion we excluded patients (n = 25) with thrombotic events at any time before study inclusion or recurrence during anticoagulation therapy (n = 281). Complete information on recurrences was missing in 51 subjects. Among the remaining 1108 patients, 131 (12%, CI 10–14%) suffered a VTE recurrence after study inclusion. In this group, 49 (42%) were heterozygous and 2 (2%) homozygous for the FVL mutation. Heterozygous PTM was found only in 7 (6%) of patients with recurrent VTE. Two (2%) had both heterozygous PTM and FVL. Fifty-seven (44%) patients were without the mutations and data on this type of thrombophilia were missing in 14 patients. Age at first VTE was 62.4 ± 15.1 years in men and 61.4 ± 19 years in women (p = 0.241). Recurrent VTE tended to be more frequent among men than among women (77[14%] versus 54 [10%]; p = 0.052). Time to recurrence in men and women were 20 ±

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of 1465 consecutive patients with venous thromboembolism at study inclusion. Mean ± SD or n(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 721)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT + PE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = Standard deviation, DVT = Deep vein thrombosis, PE = Pulmonary embolism
19 months and 25 ± 22 months respectively (p = 0.16). In a subgroup of 964 patients we were able to evaluate recurrence among patients with unprovoked thrombosis versus those with provoked thrombosis (i.e. with one or more genetic and/or acquired risk factors) and found no significant difference. A Kaplan-Meier analysis was made to estimate recurrence risk during follow-up in the 260 patients separated already during the first year of follow up, and after 8 years nearly 25% in the FVL group had suffered a new VTE recurrence. The yearly incidence for VTE recurrence among VTE patients with the FVL mutation ranged from 1.4-4.0 [15,21,22,26]. Ho et al. [20] in a systematic review of both prospective and retrospective studies showed that heterozygous FVL carriers had an odds ratio of 1.4 (CI 1.1–1.8) for VTE recurrence after a first episode Marchiori et al. [21] presented comparable results in a meta-analysis published 2007; a relative risk of 1.4 (CI 1.2–1.7) [21]. The small prospective studies of Simioni et al. [14] and Ridker et al. [15] have also showed significant differences although they suffered from limitations related to the small number of patients. A small retrospective study from 2007 of 56 patients from the Serbian population also showed a high risk of recurrent VTE among patients with the FVL mutation (relative risk 1.7 (CI 1.0-2.8) [19]. However, there are also a few studies that do not support our findings. De Stefano et al. [18] in a retrospective cohort of 624 patients in 1999 found that heterozygous FVL carriers ran the same risk for recurrent VTE as those without the mutation. Such results have also been presented in the prospective studies of Eikelboom et al. [17].

Most of previous data in this field has been derived from retrospective [17–19] or small prospective [14-16,24–26] studies. Our analysis is one of the largest prospective studies that have evaluated recurrence risk among VTE patients with the FVL mutation. Our findings are consistent with those in many previous studies in which relative risks for FVL patients compared to subjects without the mutation have ranged from 1.4-4.0 [15,21,22,26]. Ho et al. [20] in a systematic review of both prospective and retrospective studies showed that heterozygous FVL carriers had an odds ratio of 1.4 (CI 1.1–1.8) for VTE recurrence after a first episode Marchiori et al. [21] presented comparable results in a meta-analysis published 2007; a relative risk of 1.4 (CI 1.2–1.7) [21]. The small prospective studies of Simioni et al. [14] and Ridker et al. [15] have also showed significant differences although they suffered from limitations related to the small number of patients. A small retrospective study from 2007 of 56 patients from the Serbian population also showed a high risk of recurrent VTE among patients with the FVL mutation (relative risk 1.7 (CI 1.0-2.8) [19]. However, there are also a few studies that do not support our findings.

De Stefano et al. [18] in a retrospective cohort of 624 patients in 1999 found that heterozygous FVL carriers ran the same risk for recurrent VTE as those without the mutation. Such results have also been presented in the prospective studies of Eikelboom et al. [17].

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factor</th>
<th>Thrombophilia (FVL and/or PTM) (n=432)</th>
<th>Normal genotype (without FVL and/or PTM) (n=835)</th>
<th>All patients (n=1467)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present smoking*</td>
<td>68 (17)</td>
<td>125 (16)</td>
<td>216 (16)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical intervention</td>
<td>40 (9)</td>
<td>138 (16)</td>
<td>197 (13)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immobilization</td>
<td>47 (11)</td>
<td>106 (13)</td>
<td>174 (12)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast therapy</td>
<td>12 (3)</td>
<td>43 (5)</td>
<td>57 (4)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel &gt; 3 hours</td>
<td>37 (9)</td>
<td>53 (6)</td>
<td>97 (7)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive heredity for VTE</td>
<td>145 (34)</td>
<td>172 (21)</td>
<td>357 (24)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>29 (7)</td>
<td>90 (11)</td>
<td>167 (11)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing VTE prophylaxis</td>
<td>10 (2)</td>
<td>18 (2)</td>
<td>29 (2)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormone therapy*</td>
<td>57 (27)</td>
<td>93 (21)</td>
<td>146 (24)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy‡</td>
<td>6 (3)</td>
<td>10 (2)</td>
<td>16 (2)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum*</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>8 (1)</td>
<td>11 (2)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Female patients only, n = total patients;
† n = 1338 for present smoking, data missing for n = 107;
‡ Significantly lower in the thrombophilia group.

Table 2 was adapted from the original text, and the data were cross-referenced for accuracy and completeness.
al. [24] and Eichinger et al. [32] but it has to be taken into account that some of these studies had short observation periods.

Since heterozygous FVL mutation this is the most common inherited thrombophilia, it is of special importance to estimate the VTE recurrence risk within these patients. Our analysis showed that about one fourth (27%) of VTE patients had FVL heterozygosity alone, a proportion in accordance with previous literature [33]. Previous studies regarding epidemiology of VTE have most been of retrospective design and performed within subgroups of the general population, though other and with the two most common thrombophilias have been performed to estimate the community based incidence and risk factors among unslected VTE patients [14,25,34]. Our study includes both in- and out-patients diagnosed with VTE at the Skåne University Hospital, and, since that is the only hospital in the region treating these patients, our results most likely reflect true population based VTE epidemiology described more in detail by Isma et al. [30] in a part of the same material as in this study.

Women suffering their first VTE episodes were, not surprisingly, younger then men. This can probably be explained by acquired VTE risk factors such as use of contraceptive pills and pregnancies in younger women. However, we observed that men seemed to have a higher risk than women for VTE recurrence. This has also previously been showed in a large meta-analysis [35]. As demonstrated in the study of Isma et al. [30], the incidences of VTE, DVT and PE in our population were lower compared to previous epidemiological studies [2,36]. This might be explained by the fact that we nowadays use more strict diagnostic criteria and have implanted early mobilisation and improved thrombophrophylactic therapy in inpatients at risk for VTE. As PE is a diagnosis that is often established post mortem, the lower PE incidence in modern epidemiological materials could also reflect a lower frequency of autopsies.

When we compared common acquired VTE risk factors between the group of patients with the two most common thrombophilias (FVL and/or PTM) and the group with normal genotype we could not demonstrate any differences explaining why the patients with this type of thrombophilia were more or less likely to have recurrent VTE episodes. That positive family history of VTE was more common within the thrombophilia (FVL and/or PTM) group was of course expected as mutations run in families.

As previously mentioned, this is to the best of our knowledge one of the largest prospective studies evaluating VTE recurrence risk in FVL carriers. As it is community based it reflects subjects from the general population, not only patient subgroups. When we evaluated the risk for recurrence we excluded patients with previous VTE episodes as well as patients that received anticoagulation during the follow up time. These facts, as well as missing data, led to a relatively large loss of subjects for follow-up, equivalent to an about 20% drop-out rate. As we found evident differences between patients with and without the FVL mutation in heterozygous form, the above-mentioned limitations did not affect the strength of the study or significances of the findings. Furthermore, as our results are in accordance with previous literature we presume the data is valid and reflect both true VTE epidemiology in the general population and the VTE recurrence risk among heterozygote carriers of the FVL mutation in the community. We did not take into account, however, that some patients could also have had deficiencies of the natural anticoagulants (protein S, C and antithrombin) leading to an even more pronounced increase of the risk for recurrence. As these deficiencies are extremely rare, in our opinion they are highly unlikely to have affected the results of the study. Other limitations to be mentioned, are information about the presence of antiphospholipid syndrome as well as hereditary elevated FVIII level, which is now considered as a risk factor for venous thrombosis and may modify thrombosis risk in patients having other risk factors such as FVL.

In conclusion, this study shows that subjects carrying the Factor V Leiden mutation in its heterozygous form after a first episode of VTE run a 2–2.5 times increased risk for VTE recurrence. Since the risk for new VTE episodes among patients with normal genotype is low, however, recurrence risk among patients with the FVL mutation is reasonably low as well. It is therefore difficult to recommend lifelong anticoagulation therapy after VTE in this group, when all the risks and inconveniences associated with such treatment is taken into account. It is still useful though to know that this group of patients has a significantly higher recurrence risk when determining duration of therapy, when evaluating other risk factors, and when deciding which patients that should undergo testing for the mutation.
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Abstract The most common forms of familial thrombophilia are factor V Leiden (FVL) and prothrombin mutation (PTM). Homozygous FVL and PTM have long been feared conditions thought to cause high rates of morbidity and mortality. To analyse clinical features in patients with homozygous FVL and PTM, as well as patients with double heterozygosity for FVL and PTM. All patients with homozygous FVL, PTM or double heterozygosity in the MATS database of 1465 consecutive unselected patients were analysed regarding age at inclusion venous thromboembolism (VTE), age at first thrombosis, recurrence, clinical course and acquired risk factors. We found 36 patients homozygous for FVL. Patients homozygous for FVL were younger than controls at group level (56 ± 18 vs. 63 ± 17, \( p < 0.02 \)). Homozygous women were younger than female controls (50 ± 19 vs. 63 ± 18, \( p < 0.002 \)). No difference was observed when comparing male subjects. Women were younger than men at inclusion thrombosis (50 ± 19 vs. 65 ± 14, \( p < 0.02 \)) and at first thrombosis (47 ± 19 vs. 64 ± 14, \( p < 0.01 \)). Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) was seen in 33 patients (92 %), 6 (17 %) had pulmonary embolism (PE) and 3 (8 %) had combined DVT and PE. PE was less frequent in homozygous FVL women compared to female controls (\( p < 0.03 \)). VTE recurred in 3 subjects during the duration of the study. Odds ratio for VTE in homozygous FVL patients compared to controls was 13.9 (95 % CI 9.9–19.7). We found no subjects with homozygous PTM. Double heterozygosity for FVL and PTM was seen in 12 subjects. There was no difference in age at inclusion VTE between double heterozygotes and controls (59 ± 16 vs. 63 ± 17, ns.). DVT was seen in 92 % at inclusion, 8 % had PE. Mean age at first VTE was 52 ± 17 (27–82). Consecutive homozygous FVL patients had a higher age at first thrombosis than previously described. Homozygous females are affected at an earlier age than homozygous men and female controls. It seems that thrombi in homozygous FVL have a different pattern compared to controls i.e. more prone for thrombosis in the lower extremity. The odds ratio for thrombosis among homozygous FVL seems to be lower than previously described.

Keywords Homozygous factor V Leiden · APC-resistance · Thrombosis · Venous thromboembolism · Thrombophilia · Heterozygous prothrombin mutation

Introduction

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a common disorder and an ever present differential diagnosis for the practicing clinician. It affects one in 1,000 individuals annually [1]. Today there are several effective methods for treating VTE and preventing VTE in patients at risk [1]. To minimize patient suffering and potential death caused by VTE it is essential that we are aware of the risk factors that predispose to the disorder, thereby identifying patients that may benefit from prophylactic treatment. Virchow [2] postulated in 1856 that the triad of changes to the vessel wall, blood composition and blood flow were involved in the formation of a thrombus. Virchow’s conclusions are still valid, however, since then several underlying specific risk factors have been identified. Many of these are thoroughly investigated, thereby enabling effective
prophylactic treatment to patients at risk of VTE. There are still a few conditions predisposing for VTE that need further documentation to be better understood [3]. Roughly a hundred years after Virchow’s discoveries were published, Nandasorff and Jordan [4] introduced the term familial thrombophilia after publishing 43 cases of inherited thrombophilia. Since then a number of different hereditary conditions have been described. The most common inherited risk factor known is the so called factor V Leiden mutation (FVL) with a prevalence in Caucasians of around 5 % [5]. This mutation leads to resistance to activated protein C, a condition first described by Dahlbäck in 1993 [6]. Subjects heterozygous for this mutation have been shown to have approximately a 5-fold risk increase of VTE compared to controls [7]. The second most common form of inherited thrombophilia is the Prothrombin G20210A mutation (PTM). The prevalence of this mutation is 1–4 % in Europeans [8], and studies have indicated a 4-fold increased risk of VTE compared to controls [7]. Less is known, however, about those homozygous for these conditions. There are only a few studies describing patients with homozygous FVL [7, 9–11]. They indicate that these patients suffer from their first thrombosis at a far younger age and have a 10- to 80-fold increased risk of VTE, compared to controls. Furthermore, individuals with homozygous FVL have been shown to have a higher rate of recurrence of VTE than controls [12]. Earlier studies have debated whether the clinical course of VTE-events in FVL patients differs from that of normal controls. For example, some studies have indicated a lower frequency of pulmonary embolism (PE) in this group of patients where DVT is common. It has been hypothesized that a different structure or location of thrombi in FVL patients leads to a decreased risk of embolic events [13–15].

Another group of patients that are generally considered to have a similar risk profile of VTE as those homozygous for FVL are patients with double heterozygosity for both FVL and PTM. A meta-analysis by Emmerich et al. [7] describing 51 cases of such patients indicates that they have approximately a 20-fold risk increase, and like homozygous individuals, have their first VTE at a very young age. The purpose of this study is 2-fold. Firstly we wish to further examine the clinical features associated with occurrence of VTE in patients with homozygous FVL and PTM. Secondly, as double heterozygosity for FVL and PTM is considered to have a similar risk profile for VTE as homozygous individuals, and are generally treated in the same way, we choose to include them in the analysis.

Materials and methods

The Malmö thrombophilia study (MATS) is a prospective population based study conducted at Malmö University Hospital. This hospital is the only hospital treating VTE patients in a catchment area of approximately 280,000 people. All subjects were recruited between March of 1998 and December 2008. MATS recruited patients >18 years of age that had an objectively verified diagnosis of VTE through phlebography, venous duplex or computed tomography. Patients were required to leave blood samples, answer a questionnaire and participate in a complete analysis of risk factors for VTE. Seventy percent of all patients treated for VTE at Malmö University Hospital were included in the study. The remaining 30 % were excluded due to unwillingness to participate, language problems, dementia or other severe illness that prevented the patient from participating. The control group consisted of all patients in the MATS database excluding the 36 patients with homozygous FVL when analysing homozygous FVL and excluding the 12 patients with double heterozygosity when analysing double heterozygosity. The control group was comparable to the control group in age and sex distribution [16]. The study was approved by the Lund University Ethical Committee and all patients provided written consent.

DNA analysis was performed using Taqman allele discrimination with gene specific assays for factor V and factor II (Applied Biosystems). Subjects homozygous for FVL, PTM and double heterozygotes were analyzed using the MATS database regarding patient age at inclusion thrombosis and patient age at first thrombosis. We also included data about level of thrombosis at inclusion VTE, total number of VTE-events in each patient, complete analysis of risk factors and heredity.

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All results are expressed as mean ± SD. Odds ratios were estimated by using data on prevalence published by Kjellberg et al. [17]. p values were calculated using Fischer’s exact test and student’s t test when appropriate. Results were considered significant if \( p < 0.05 \).

Results

In the MATS database, constituting 1,465 VTE patients, 36 (2.5 %) were found to be homozygous for FVL (21 women and 15 men). We found no patients homozygous for PTM, 12 patients (0.8 %) (6 women and 6 men) had a double mutation of heterozygous FVL and PTM. Baseline characteristics are presented in Table 1. There were no patients with protein C or S deficiency among these homozygous and compound subjects. The mean age of the 48 subjects with homozygous FVL or compound FVL and PTM was \( 57 ± 17 \) (22–91) at inclusion VTE. Women were younger than men (\( 53 ± 20 \) vs. \( 62 ± 13 \), ns.). Ninety-two percent
of the patients had deep vein thrombosis (DVT) at inclusion, 15% had PE and 6% had combined DVT and PE. The distribution of thrombus location in the DVT group of 44 subjects was 27% v. iliaca, 44% v. femoropoplitea and 14% localized to the calf. Three patients (6%) had thrombosis of the arm (Tables 1, 2). Positive family history of VTE in first degree relatives was reported in 20 subjects (42%). At least one additional acquired risk factor was seen in 26 subjects (54%). At study end 21 patients (44%) had been diagnosed with more than 1 VTE-event during their lifetime thus far. Three patients (6%) had a total of 3 VTE-events and 2 patients (6%) had a total of 4. Mean age at first VTE was 52±18 (11–91). Women were significantly younger than men (46±20 vs. 59±12, p < 0.02).

Homozygous FVL

Patients homozygous for FVL had a mean age of 56±18 (22–91) at inclusion VTE (Table 2). This was significantly younger when comparing to controls (63±17, p < 0.02). Women were younger than men (50±19 vs. 65±14, p < 0.02). Homozygous women were younger than female controls at inclusion VTE (50±19 vs. 63±18, p < 0.01). No difference was observed when comparing male subjects (65±14 vs. 63±15, ns.). DVT was seen in 92% of the patients at inclusion, 17% had PE and 8% had combined DVT and PE. In the female group 10% were suffering from pulmonary embolism compared to 27% in the male group. The distribution of thrombus location in the DVT group of 33 subjects was 33% v. iliaca, 39% v. femoropoplitea and 15% localized to the calf. Three patients (9%) had thrombosis of the arm. One subject with combined DVT and PE did not have a radiologically verified DVT, the exact localization of which thus remains unknown. The DVT diagnosis, in this patient, was set clinically after a positive PE diagnosis was verified by computed tomography. Positive family history of VTE in first degree relatives was reported in 14 subjects (39%) (Table 1). At least one additional acquired risk factor was seen in 20 subjects (56%). Three women were using oral contraceptives and three women were in post partum. Two patients had been immobilized >10 h. One patient had undergone major surgery prior to VTE-event. BMI > 30 was seen in nine patients. Malignant diseases had been diagnosed in five patients. One patient had cancer of the lung and died during the study period. One woman had breast cancer and one man cancer of the prostate. Two patients suffered from haematological malignancies, one of which had his inclusion VTE during warfarin treatment. At study end 13 patients (36%) had been diagnosed with more than 1 VTE-event during their lifetime thus far (Table 2). Two patients (6%) had a total of 3 VTE-events and 2 patients (6%) had a total of 4. Mean age at first VTE was 53±18 (17–91). Women were significantly younger than men (47±19 vs. 64±14, p < 0.01). Odds ratio for VTE in individuals homozygous for FVL compared to controls was 13.9 (95% CI 9.9–19.7) assuming a prevalence of 0.18% homozygosity for FVL and 8.1% heterozygosity for FVL in the south of Sweden as described by Kjellberg et al. [17].

Table 1 Baseline characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Homozygous FVL</th>
<th>Double heterozygosity FVL and PTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n = 36</td>
<td>n = 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/female sex</td>
<td>15/21</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing VTE prophylaxis</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing use of compression socks</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immobilisation</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>3 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral contraceptives*</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy*</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical intervention</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast therapy</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI &gt; 30</td>
<td>9 (25)</td>
<td>3 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present tobacco use</td>
<td>9 (25)</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heredity for VTE in 1st degree relative</td>
<td>14 (39)</td>
<td>6 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n known acquired risk factor</td>
<td>16 (44)</td>
<td>6 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Percentage of female patients only

Table 2 Location of thrombus and age at thrombosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of thrombus and age at thrombosis</th>
<th>Homozygous FVL</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical features</td>
<td>n = 36</td>
<td>n = 15</td>
<td>n = 21</td>
<td>n = 1,429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first VTE</td>
<td>53±18</td>
<td>64±14</td>
<td>47±19</td>
<td>62±17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at inclusion VTE</td>
<td>56±18</td>
<td>65±14</td>
<td>50±19</td>
<td>63±17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
<td>32 (89)</td>
<td>13 (87)</td>
<td>19 (90)</td>
<td>1,078 (75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>435 (30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT + PE</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>86 (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of thrombus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal thrombosis of the lower extremity</td>
<td>23 (72)</td>
<td>9 (69)</td>
<td>14 (74)</td>
<td>662 (61)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal thrombosis of the lower extremity</td>
<td>5 (16)</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
<td>2 (11)</td>
<td>300 (28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (16)</td>
<td>66 (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other location or clinical diagnosis</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>50 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SD and n (%)

* The distribution of thrombi in the left lower extremity compared to the right was equal among men whereas 74% female subjects had thrombosis of the left leg.
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Patients with double heterozygosity of FVL and PTM had a mean age of 59 ± 16 (30–82) at inclusion VTE (Table 3). There was no difference in age at inclusion VTE when comparing with controls (59 ± 16 vs. 63 ± 17, ns.). Mean age of women in this group was slightly higher than that of men (62 ± 21 vs. 57 ± 9, ns.). DVT was seen in 92 % of the patients at inclusion, 8 % had PE while no patient had combined DVT and PE. The distribution of thrombus location in the DVT group of 11 subjects was 18 % v. iliaca, 73 % v. femoropoplitea and 9 % localized to the calf. Positive family history of VTE in first degree relatives was reported in six subjects (50 %) (Table 1). At least one additional acquired risk factor was seen in six subjects (50 %). Two patients had been immobilized >10 h. One patient had undergone major surgery prior to VTE-event. Three patients had a BMI >30. At study end eight patients (67 %) had been diagnosed with more than 1 VTE-event during their lifetime thus far. One patient (8 %) had a total of 3 VTE-events and one patient (8 %) had a total of 4. All males had recurrent VTE (100 %), females had a recurrence rate of 33 %. Mean age at first VTE was 56 ± 16 (27–82). Women had a mean age of 60 ± 21 and men were significantly younger with a mean age of 53 ± 9 (p < 0.03).

Discussion

Homozgyous FVL

Since first described in the mid fifties several studies have established inherited thrombophilia as a common risk factor for VTE. Still some of these conditions remain to be fully understood. Earlier studies of homozygous FVL have shed some light on the clinical features associated with this condition, however the largest studies were derived from selected materials [7, 11]. We present to our knowledge the largest cohort of consecutive patients with homozygous FVL. The mean age at inclusion thrombosis was 56 years. This was significantly younger when comparing to controls that had a mean age of 63 (p < 0.02). It was evident that the female subjects, with a mean age of 50, were the reason for the young age. Male subjects had a mean age of 65. When performing a gender specific comparison a significant age difference between homozygous women and female controls was revealed (50 ± 19 vs. 61 ± 20, p < 0.02). No such difference was observed when comparing male subjects (65 ± 14 vs. 62 ± 16, ns.). These findings indicate that women homozygous for FVL would be affected by VTE-events in a different way than males and female controls. It is well documented that oral contraceptive use and pregnancy (particularly post partum) predispose for VTE in FVL females [18–21]. We noticed a similar pattern in our material where women had two peaks of incidence (Figs. 1, 2). The first peak came at around 30 years of age and the second peak was around 60 years of age, the latter much like the male peak of incidence. Out of the nine women with thrombosis around the age of 30, six had known acquired risk factors. Three were using oral contraceptives, two were in post partum and one had ongoing pregnancy. This supports previous studies, arguing that women with known homozygous FVL should avoid oral contraceptives because of a greatly increased risk of thrombosis [19, 21]. An interesting observation is that the only women with homozygous FVL in the study that did have PE were under 30 years of age. One was pregnant with a gestational age of 23 weeks and the other was using ongoing pregnancy. This supports previous studies, arguing that women with known homozygous FVL should avoid oral contraceptives because of a greatly increased risk of thrombosis [19, 21]. An interesting observation is that the only women with homozygous FVL in the study that did have PE were under 30 years of age. One was pregnant with a gestational age of 23 weeks and the other was using oral contraceptives. Earlier studies have indicated that heterozygous FVL patients suffer from pulmonary embolisms to a lesser degree than controls [14, 15, 22], and it has been shown that there is no difference in frequency of PE between homozygotes and heterozygotes [11]. In our study 17 % of the subjects with homozygous FVL were suffering from PE compared to 30 % in the control group. There was no significant difference, although there was a tendency (p < 0.051). However, when comparing female subjects with male subjects there was a significant difference. In the group of female homozygous FVL patients 10 % were suffering from PE compared to 27 % in the male group. Our findings are consequently in accordance with previous observations that FVL patients suffer from PE to a lesser extent compared to controls but only regarding female subjects. The reason for the lower frequency of PE in FVL patients still remains undiscovered. Proximal DVT’s concerning the iliofemoral vein have been shown to cause PE.

### Table 3 Location of thrombus and age at thrombosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of thrombus</th>
<th>Double heterozygote</th>
<th>All, mean ± SD</th>
<th>Male, mean ± SD</th>
<th>Female, mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVT</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>11 (92) ± 16</td>
<td>5 (83) ± 17</td>
<td>6 (100) ± 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 (8) ± 16</td>
<td>1 (17) ± 17</td>
<td>0 (0) ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10 (90) ± 16</td>
<td>5 (100) ± 17</td>
<td>5 (83) ± 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

Homozgyous FVL

Since first described in the mid fifties several studies have established inherited thrombophilia as a common risk factor for VTE. Still some of these conditions remain to be fully understood. Earlier studies of homozygous FVL have shed some light on the clinical features associated with this condition, however the largest studies were derived from selected materials [7, 11]. We present to our knowledge the largest cohort of consecutive patients with homozygous FVL. The mean age at inclusion thrombosis was 56 years. This was significantly younger when comparing to controls that had a mean age of 63 (p < 0.02). It was evident that the female subjects, with a mean age of 50, were the reason for the young age. Male subjects had a mean age of 65. When performing a gender specific comparison a significant age difference between homozygous women and female controls was revealed (50 ± 19 vs. 61 ± 20, p < 0.02). No such difference was observed when comparing male subjects (65 ± 14 vs. 62 ± 16, ns.). These findings indicate that women homozygous for FVL would be affected by VTE-events in a different way than males and female controls. It is well documented that oral contraceptive use and pregnancy (particularly post partum) predispose for VTE in FVL females [18–21]. We noticed a similar pattern in our material where women had two peaks of incidence (Figs. 1, 2). The first peak came at around 30 years of age and the second peak was around 60 years of age, the latter much like the male peak of incidence. Out of the nine women with thrombosis around the age of 30, six had known acquired risk factors. Three were using oral contraceptives, two were in post partum and one had ongoing pregnancy. This supports previous studies, arguing that women with known homozygous FVL should avoid oral contraceptives because of a greatly increased risk of thrombosis [19, 21]. An interesting observation is that the only women with homozygous FVL in the study that did have PE were under 30 years of age. One was pregnant with a gestational age of 23 weeks and the other was using ongoing pregnancy. This supports previous studies, arguing that women with known homozygous FVL should avoid oral contraceptives because of a greatly increased risk of thrombosis [19, 21].
more frequently than distal DVT’s [23]. It has also been observed that thrombi in FVL patients are more distally located than thrombi in controls [13]. Combining these observations makes an appealing explanation to this phenomenon. However our results seem to contradict this theory. In our study 84 % of homozygous FVL patients had a proximal DVT (i.e. all thrombosis from the popliteal vein and above excluding PE), compared to 71 % in controls. These results are supported by similar observations made by van Stralen et al. [22]. Our findings would therefore support the theory that the thrombus in a FVL patient has a different structure, perhaps with stronger adhesive properties, thereby decreasing the risk of an embolic event. No extensive conclusions can however be drawn from our findings since only patients with symptoms of PE underwent computer tomography. At study end 13 patients (36 %) had been diagnosed with more than 1 VTE-event during their lifetime thus far. Unfortunately it was impossible to draw any conclusions from this data since a majority of patients diagnosed with homozygous FVL were given lifelong warfarin treatment. Nevertheless, the risk of recurrence after a thrombotic event is today a well described phenomena illustrated by several studies, for instance Prandoni et al. [24] where 1,626 consecutive VTE patients had a recurrence rate of 22.9 % at median 50 months’ follow up without oral anticoagulation. A very recent study conducted in Malmö using the MATS database shows that patients with heterozygote FVL have an increased risk of recurrence compared to controls with an odds ratio of 2.4 [25]. However this is contradictory to the findings in an article by Willem et al. [26] showing no increased risk of recurrence compared to non thrombophilia patients. This study was not designed to look at recurrence for VTE in homozygous or double heterozygotes since several patients received lifelong treatment with anticoagulants.
Previous studies have indicated that patients homozygous for FVL suffer their first thrombotic event at an early age. For instance Rosendaal et al. [10] found a mean age of 31 at first thrombosis in 7 homozygous FVL patients. A large study of 85 patients with homozygous FVL conducted by the Procare group showed a mean age of 40 among men and 28 among women [11]. In our unselected population of homozygous FVL patients the mean age at first thrombosis was 64 ± 14 among men and 47 ± 19 among women (Fig. 2). In our opinion, the discrepancy in age between our study and the two aforementioned studies can be explained mainly by the fact that their materials were selected. All studies conducted on selected materials will render a young study population. We believe that our results better reflect at which age first thrombosis occurs in homozygous FVL patients. One remarkable finding is the high age at which male homozygous FVL carriers suffered their first thrombosis. In fact the homozygous FVL men were even slightly older when comparing to age at first thrombosis in male controls (64 ± 14 vs. 62 ± 15). This suggests that although males homozygous for FVL have a higher incidence of thrombosis, they resemble the average male VTE patient in terms of other clinical features. Women had a mean age of 47 ± 19 at first thrombotic event. Thus women were significantly younger than men ($p < 0.01$). As previously mentioned FVL and oral contraceptives greatly increase risk of thrombosis. Observations point to a synergistic effect when both are present [27]. More than half of the female subjects had their first VTE during fertile age, while only one male was younger than 50. Hormonal factors likely play an important role in the pathogenesis of VTE. In our study we found an odds ratio for VTE among homozygous FVL patients to be 13.9 (95% CI 9.9–19.7) compared to non FVL carriers.
Emmerich et al. [7] showed an odds ratio of 9.85 in 30 homozygous FVL patients. These numbers stand in strong contrast to earlier observations in the LETS study where an 80-fold risk increase was reported [10]. In our material we also observed that patient age at first VTE was widely distributed (11–91). This confirms earlier observations made by Emmerich et al. [12] and suggests that factors other than genetic predisposition alone are important.

Homozygous PTM

Among the 1,480 patients in the MATS database we found no patients with homozygous PTM. This points to the rarity of this form of mutation and is confirmed by a study conducted by Rosendaal et al. [8] where 5,527 individuals, mainly Caucasians, were tested and no homozygous prothrombin mutation was found.

Double heterozygosity

The 12 subjects with double heterozygous FVL and PTM had a mean age of 52 ± 17 at first thrombosis. A meta-analysis by Emmerich et al. [7] on 51 patients with double heterozygosity reported a mean age of 34.7 at first thrombotic event. Although larger in sample size this meta-analysis consists mainly of selected materials. In contrast to the homozygous group there was no significant difference in age between female and male subjects at inclusion thrombosis and first thrombosis. There was even a tendency towards that females were older than males. One factor that might explain this is that no reports of oral contraception or pregnancies occurred in the compound group. Eight out of 12 (67 %) patients had more than one thrombotic event. There was no significant difference in age at inclusion thrombosis compared to controls (59 ± 16 vs. 63 ± 17). Recurrence rates were high, especially in males, however no definite conclusions can be drawn from this mainly because of the small sample size.

Study limitations

One of the limitations of our study is that patients <18 years of age were not included. This could potentially have meant that the mean age of inclusion thrombosis would have been somewhat lower. Another limitation is the fact that approximately 30 % of the patients that had a VTE during the study period did not participate due to reasons described in materials and methods. The figure 30 % is an estimation based on a review of hospital records of all excluded VTE patients in 1 year during the study period by a study nurse. This group matched the enrolled patients in terms of all important parameters. The sample size in this study is still too small to enable statistically stable analyses. Larger prospective studies or collaborations between centres are needed.

Conclusions

Homozygous consecutive patients had a higher age at first thrombosis than previously described. Somewhat higher risk of recurrence compared to heterozygotes and patients without thrombophilia. Homozygous females are affected at an earlier age than homozygous men and female controls. It seems that thrombi in homozygous FVL have a different pattern compared to non-thrombophilia patients, i.e. more prone for thrombosis in the lower extremity. The odds ratio for thrombosis among homozygous FVL seems to be lower than previously described. Further investigations of thrombosis in homozygous FVL are necessary.
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Inflammatory plasma markers and risk for venous thromboembolism
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Abstract Venous thromboembolism (VTE) and arterial thrombosis have been thought to result from two different mechanisms. Recent data indicate that the two diseases may share some common risk factors, such as the activity of inflammation on haemostasis. In this population-based study we explored whether raised levels of inflammation-sensitive plasma markers (ISPs) increase the risk for venous thromboembolism. Measurements of five ISPs (fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, α1-antitrypsin and orosomucoid) were performed in 6,068 subjects from “the Malmö Preventive Study”. These apparently healthy men from the city of Malmö in Sweden, were included in the study between 1974 and 1982 and followed up until 2008. We calculated the hazard ratio (HR) for VTE in relation to the number of raised ISPs as well as individual ISPs in the fourth quartile. Mean follow-up time was 26.2 years. Out of the cohort (n = 6,068), 398 (6.6 %) had a venous thromboembolism during the follow-up. The number of raised ISPs was significantly associated with age, BMI and smoking. Age, BMI and diabetes mellitus type 2 were also significant risk factors for developing a VTE (HR = 1.05 with p < 0.01 and 95 % CI 1.01–1.08, HR = 1.10 with p < 0.001 and 95 % CI 1.06–1.14 and HR = 1.78 with p < 0.05 and 95 % CI 1.13–2.81, respectively). Incidence of venous thromboembolism was not significantly related to number of raised inflammatory proteins (p for trend = 0.37) or any of the individual ISPs. Age and BMI is significantly associated with the risk for developing VTE. Incidence of VTE was not associated with any of the inflammatory proteins.

Keywords Venous thromboembolism • Risk factors • Inflammation • Inflammation-sensitive proteins

Background

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) and arterial thrombosis have been thought to result from two different mechanisms [1]. During the last two decades, studies have shown the important role of inflammation in the pathophysiology of arterial atherothrombosis [1] and its cross linkage to the coagulation system [2]. Although much is known about the mechanism and risk factors for the venous thromboembolism, many questions still remain. Data has now shown that atherosclerosis is more prevalent in patients with VTE [3] indicating that the two diseases may share some common mechanisms [1, 3, 4] and risk factors. In both the conditions endothelial dysfunction and vascular inflammation are part of the pathogenesis. Furthermore, arterial and venous thrombosis are thought to share risk factors such as hypertension, hyperlipidemia, chronic arterial disease of the legs, diabetes mellitus and obesity even though the evidence is controversial [5–9].

Damage to the vein wall has been thought to be necessary for the initiation of a thrombotic event. However, data now indicate that the process is more complex and the hemostatic balance can be disturbed by inflammation with...
increased production of procoagulant factors activating the blood coagulation as well as inhibiting the fibrinolytic pathway [10]. The thrombus in turn increases the inflammatory process, thereby activating many factors such as platelets, leucocytes, various interleukins and cell-derived microparticles [3, 4, 11]. A large population based cohort study, the Longitudinal Investigation of Thrombembolism Etiology (LITE) [12] has shown that elevated levels of the coagulation factor VIII as well as von Willebrand factor were positively and independently associated with the risk of VTE. However, the same study did not show a significant relationship between inflammatory markers (fibrinogen and C-reactive protein) and VTE.

Previous studies from the Malmö Preventive study have shown that raised concentrations of five inflammatory proteins (fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid, and α1-antitrypsin) are associated with myocardial infarction, stroke and other cardiovascular outcomes. Whether these plasma proteins are associated with VTE is unclear [13]. Considering that venous thromboembolism is a relatively common cause of morbidity and mortality with an age-adjusted incidence of 1–2 per 1,000 of the general population and high frequency of recurrence, it would be helpful to be able to identify those at risk. As much is known about the VTE risk factors, biomarkers would add further information in preventing and treating patients with VTE. The aim of this study was to investigate inflammatory plasma markers in a large cohort of men followed for more than 20 years for the association to VTE.

Methods

During the period between 1974 and 1984, a screening program was conducted to detect individuals with a high risk for cardiovascular diseases [14]. Complete birth cohorts from the city of Malmö were used to invite men to take part in the program and the participation rate was 71%, total of 22,444 men. Out of those, 6,193 men were randomly selected from the birth cohorts examined between 1974 and 1982. Men with history of myocardial infarction, stroke or cancer (according to questionnaire) and former VTE (according to hospital registers) were then excluded leaving 6,068 men in the study. Within those men five plasma proteins were determined, i.e. haptoglobin, fibrinogen, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid and α1-antitrypsin, at the time of inclusion.

Baseline examinations

The age of the subjects was considered when they were included into the study.

Smoking was assessed in a questionnaire and subjects were categorised as current smokers and non-smokers. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight/height$^2$ (kg/m$^2$). When looking at blood pressure in our analyses we used systolic blood pressure that was measured twice in the right arm after a 10-minute rest. The average value of these two measurements was used.

Blood samples were taken after an overnight fast. Diabetes mellitus was recorded when venous blood glucose was ≥6.1 mmol/l (according to The American Diabetes Association Guidelines, ADA, 2007) measured in whole blood and in those using anti-diabetic medication. Serum cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations were analysed with standard methods at the laboratory of the hospital and expressed as mmol/l.

Inflammation-sensitive plasma proteins (ISPs)

The plasma levels of acute phase proteins were measured using electroimmunoassay [15] consecutively at the time of study entry. The coefficient of variation of this method is considered to be <5% [16]. Using the same material, it has been previously shown that these proteins are highly correlated and that the cardiovascular risk increases with the number of ISP in the top quartile [13, 17]. For fibrinogen, haptoglobin and orosomucoid we used detection limits 350, 50 mg/l α1-antitrypsin and 20 mg/l for ceruloplasmin. Median (interquartile range) levels for the ISPs were 3.46 (3.0–4.0) g/l for fibrinogen, 0.80 (0.67–0.93) g/l for orosomucoid, 1.28 (1.09–1.42) g/l for α1-antitrypsin, 1.30 (0.89–1.75) g/l for haptoglobin and 0.30 (0.26–0.35) g/l for ceruloplasmin.

Previously, all the five ISPs have been associated with different cardiovascular diseases (i.e. ischemic stroke, cardiac events and cardiovascular death) [13]. In accordance with several previous studies from this cohort, we constructed a composite score (i.e. the number of ISPs in the fourth quartile) from these five proteins [13, 18].

Follow-up

To retrieve the cases during the whole follow-up period, the Swedish hospital discharge register was used. This register covers all hospitalizations in south of Sweden during the entire follow-up period and the register became nation-wide in 1987. VTE was defined as ICD-8 codes 450–451, ICD-9 codes 415B or 451, and ICD-10 codes I26 and I180. All the men were followed from the baseline examination until VTE, death, emigration from Sweden or until the end of the follow-up time, 31 December 2008.
Statistical analyses

SPSS software (version 20.0) was used in all statistical calculations. When [14] we looked at baseline characteristics in relation to number of raised ISPs we used one-way ANOVA for age and BMI and Pearson Chi square for smoking. As triglycerides showed a skewed distribution, we used Mann–Whitney test for the analysis. When the VTE risk was assessed in relation to number of elevated ISPs Cox proportional hazards model was performed. Age, BMI and cholesterol were modeled as continuous variables whereas current smoking, diabetes mellitus were used as dichotomous variables. The number of raised ISPs was used as an ordinal variable to get the p value for trend. The same statistical tests were used regarding the individual ISPs.

Results

Out of the whole cohort (n = 6,068), 398 (6.6 %) had a venous thromboembolism during the follow-up time, which was the mean of 26.2 years. Those men who did not have any VTE episode were 5,670 (93.4 %).

Of the VTE cases, 116 had cancer before or up to 180 days after VTE.

Baseline characteristics

The baseline characteristics of the subjects (n = 6,068) in relation to the raised ISP are presented in Table 1. Those who had no elevated ISPs were 2,448 men, those with one raised were 1,559, 906 had two elevated proteins and 1,155 with three or more raised ISPs. The mean age and BMI was 46.8 years and 25.0 kg/m² respectively. Smoking (p < 0.001), high BMI (p < 0.001), cholesterol (p < 0.001) and high age (p < 0.01) were significantly associated with number of raised ISPs.

Table 1 Baseline characteristics in relation to number of raised inflammation-sensitive protein (ISP) levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of raised ISPs</th>
<th>0 (n = 2,448)</th>
<th>1 (n = 1,559)</th>
<th>2 (n = 906)</th>
<th>≥3 (n = 1,155)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>46.6 (3.6)</td>
<td>46.8 (3.7)</td>
<td>47.0 (3.5)</td>
<td>47.3 (4.0)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.8 (3.1)</td>
<td>25.1 (3.3)</td>
<td>25.1 (3.4)</td>
<td>25.1 (3.8)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smokers (%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus (%)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol (mmol/l)</td>
<td>5.6 (1.0)</td>
<td>5.7 (1.1)</td>
<td>5.8 (1.1)</td>
<td>5.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (mmol/l)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.8)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.1)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>127.9 (14.6)</td>
<td>129.5 (15.6)</td>
<td>129.6 (16.8)</td>
<td>130.4 (16.6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data presented as mean (SD) or proportions (%). BMI body mass index

Potential risk factors for venous thromboembolism

Within the whole cohort, the risk for venous thromboembolism in relation to age, BMI, cholesterol, triglycerides, diabetes mellitus, blood pressure and smoking can be viewed in Table 2. As expected, age and BMI were significant risk factors for developing a VTE when adjusted for other risk factors (HR = 1.05, p < 0.01 with 95 % CI 1.01–1.08 and HR = 1.10, p < 0.001 with 95 % CI 1.06–1.14 respectively). Diabetes mellitus was also a significant risk factor for VTE with a HR = 1.78 and p value of <0.05 (95 % CI 1.13–2.81). The other risk factors did not reach significance.

When we excluded the VTE cases with cancer during follow-up or within 180 days after VTE (n = 109) we had similar results, i.e. age, BMI and diabetes mellitus were significant risk factors (HR = 1.05, p < 0.01 with 95 % CI 1.01–1.08 and HR = 1.10, p < 0.001 with 95 % CI 1.06–1.14 respectively) whereas the other factors were not.

Inflammation and venous thromboembolism

A total of 6,056 men were available for the multivariate Cox regression analysis (i.e. cholesterol level was missing in 12 subjects). The risk for VTE in relation to raised ISPs was adjusted for possible confounding factors as seen in Table 3.

The HR for venous thromboembolism was not significantly related to number of raised inflammatory proteins (p for trend = 0.37) adjusted for age, BMI, diabetes mellitus, smoking and cholesterol. The hazard ratio (HR) was 1.00 for those without elevated ISPs (reference), and the HR was 1.11 (95 % CI 0.87–1.42), 1.18 (95 % CI 0.87–1.59) and 1.09 (95 % CI 0.81–1.47), respectively in men with 1, 2 or ≥3 raised ISPs.

The results were still non-significant when the cancer VTE cases were excluded from the analysis. HR for the
men with 0, 1, 2, ≥3 raised ISPs had HR 1.00 (reference), 1.06 (95 % CI 0.79–1.42), 1.29 (95 % CI 0.91–1.81), 1.09 (95 % CI 0.77–1.54), respectively.

Individual ISPs and risk for venous thromboembolism

We looked at the five individual inflammatory proteins separately, i.e. fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, A1-antitrypsin and orosomucoid, as potential risk factors for VTE. The plasma levels of the proteins were measured and divided into quartiles. None of the proteins gave significantly increased risk for VTE, see Table 4. The HRs for the fourth quartiles (vs first quartiles) were 0.81 (95 % CI 0.61–1.08), 1.12 (95 % CI 0.83–1.51), 1.18 (95 % CI 0.87–1.58), 1.07 (95 % CI 0.81–1.41) and 1.21 (95 % CI 0.90–1.64), respectively, for the above mentioned proteins. As expected, the non-significance remained when VTE cases within the cancer subjects were excluded.

Discussion

In our present study, we could not show a significant relationship between inflammation and the risk for venous thromboembolism. The number of raised inflammation-sensitive proteins in the fourth quartile was not related to the VTE risk. Furthermore, we found no significant relationship when we looked at the proteins individually, i.e.
fibrinogen, haptoglobin, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid and α1-antitrypsin. Age and BMI, as expected according to the literature [19], gave significantly higher risk for VTE. Diabetes mellitus was similarly associated with incidence of VTE, which also has been shown by the large LITE study [8] although the Copenhagen City Heart Study could not verify this relationship [19].

Many previous studies have been performed to evaluate different biomarkers with regard to their role in predicting VTE. Most studies that explored inflammation as potential risk factor for VTE have not analyzed those inflammation-sensitive proteins that we did apart from fibrinogen. Our main results are well in accordance to many studies, i.e. that inflammation is not a significant risk factor for VTE.

One of the biomarkers that have been most analyzed is d-dimer, the well known risk factor for first event and recurrence of VTE [20]. Another biomarker that has been much at focus as a potential risk factor is the clotting factor VIII. Various studies, both case–control [21], prospective [12] as well as prospective observational studies [22] have indicated factor VIII as a risk factor although its relevance for guidance on anticoagulation duration is not clear. C-reactive protein, the inflammation marker, has been investigated in a few case–control studies [23, 24] and has not been accepted as a risk factor for developing VTE.

Tsai et al. studied various inflammation markers as well as coagulation factors as a potential VTE risk and published the results in the LITE study in 2002. They found that levels of factor VIII, von Willebrand factor and factor VII were positively and independently associated with the incidence of venous thromboembolism in their large population-based cohort study [12]. However, the inflammation markers fibrinogen and C-reactive protein were not significantly related to the risk for having a VTE [12]. This is in accordance to our observations, i.e. fibrinogen was not associated with increased VTE risk. A case–control study from 2000 made by Austin et al. got the same results, i.e. fibrinogen is not a risk factor for VTE [25]. Controversially, a few case–control studies [26, 27] have been able to show a relationship between elevated fibrinogen and VTE.

Other inflammatory biomarkers that have been studied are many cytokines such as IL-6, sP-selectin TNF-α, IL-8 and MCP-1 [28–30] where inhibition of these factors have been found to reduce VTE incidence and recurrence [29]. Through this inhibition and by lowering serum cholesterol and/or triglycerides, it has been hypothesized and indicated that statins could reduce VTE [9]. However, other studies could not verify this relationship [8, 19, 31]. In our study, cholesterol or triglycerides were no significant risk factors for developing VTE.

There are many various inflammatory markers that can be analyzed individually as potential VTE risk factors. However, during an inflammatory process more than one factor is involved and therefore it is difficult to find a good biomarker to guide the anticoagulation therapy. Additionally, those studies that show a relationship between inflammation and VTE could have been biased, as inflammation markers were elevated after the thrombotic event. We wanted to see if inflammation in general could induce VTE by looking at the number of ISPs, but no significant relationship was observed. Furthermore, none of the analyzed individual biomarkers were found to increase the VTE risk.

The strengths of this large prospective cohort study were the large number of subjects and its long follow-up time. The end-point was very clear, an objectively verified VTE according to the hospital’s register. We assume the end-point registration is reliable and comprehensive. The Swedish national inpatient register has been valued with an overall positive predictive value for all diagnoses between 85 and 95% [32]. Furthermore, a validation from the USA [33] has shown that data on VTE obtained from administrative registries are a valuable source of information although they should be used with caution. The assessment of the ISPs, cholesterol and triglycerides with electroimmunoassay is an established and reliable method [15]. They were based on a single blood test at inclusion and an intra-individual variation is possible. The level of the inflammatory markers is therefore not presented at the time of VTE event. A change of exposure could also cause a bias in the study. Smokers according to questionnaire at inclusion could have stopped smoking during the follow up time, blood pressure changed etc. However, several previous studies have shown that these proteins predict incidence of cardiovascular diseases and stroke even over very long follow-up periods [13, 16, 17].

We conclude in our cohort that inflammation is not associated to the risk for developing VTE, age, BMI and diabetes are significant risk factors for thrombotic event. Cholesterol- and triglyceride levels are not related to VTE risk.
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